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OF THE WEEK 
The power of one 
■ Every vote counts when 
the public steps out to cast 
their ballots. Learn about 
.the four candidates, their 
platforms and what they 
stand for. Student voter apa- 
thy is caused when politi- 
cians disregard issues that 
matter to their youthful vot- 
ers. Find out why the power 
of one means a lot. 
on 
Rock the vote by actually par- 
ticipating this year r 
November 7. The Tiger looks to 
impress upon the supposedly 
apathetic student body the 
importance of voting. 
7f£fer 
Briefs 
Central Spirit presents 
Spirit Blitz 2000 
Central Spirit will be reviv- 
ing the tradition of Spirit Blitz, 
a weeklong celebration to pro- 
mote Clemson school spirit. 
Spirit Blitz 2000 will occur 
from Monday, Oct. 23, through 
Saturday, Oct. 28. The event 
revolves around volleyball and 
soccer as well as showing 
school spirit by wearing orange 
and decorating areas. More 




National Make a Difference 
Day 
Tigers Who Care, a 
University service organiza- 
tion, is kicking off its support 
for national "Make a Difference 
Day" with a carnival for kids in 
the Carillon Garden at 4:30 p.m 
today. The afternoon festivities 
include rides and games, along 
with entertainment from the 
Clemson Gospel Choir, cheer- 
leaders and the Tiger mascot. 
Clemson athletes in uniform 
will be on hand to sign auto- 
graphs. The carnival marks the 
launch of a two-week canned 
food drive in the Clemson com- 
munity. For more information 
about National Make a 
Difference Day, check the 
Union Programs and Activities 
Council web page at 
http://union.clemson.edu 
/upac or call Jacquelyn 
McDougal at 653-8196 or Peter 
Kent at 656-0382. 
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PLAYETTE 
The Ladies' Man 
gets all the fine girls. 
TIME    UT 
ISSUES STOLEN 
►About 7,000 Tigers taken 
in last Friday's theft. 
MACKIE ALL 
news editor 
During the early hours of Friday, 
Oct. 13, 12,000 issues of The Tiger 
were placed on newsstands around 
campus. By 6 a.m., about two-thirds 
of them were missing, stolen from 
their kiosks sometime after their 2 
a.m. distribution. 
Editor in chief Phillip Caston 
said that there is a long list of sus- 
pects, but there are no convictions 
and no definite motive. 
Caston said The Tiger may have 
been stolen due to its controversial 
content. The front page ran a story 
that centered around hate crimes 
and National Coming Out Day, 
which was Oct. 11. Inside was a fea- 
ture that dealt with three unsolved 
student deaths and one student dis- 
appearance, along with an editorial 
by Caston cautioning parents to 
keep an eye on their children lest 
they be "next to die." Moreover, the 
material came out during Parents' 
Weekend, during which The Tiger 
experiences its highest readership, 
which may have been another 
motive. 
Caston also said that it may have 
been a random prank that was sep- 
arate from the content of the paper. 
"There are several theories," said 
Managing Editor Rob Barnett. "I 
don't think we need to speculate." 
Circulation Manager Jeff Dean 
said that no one was following him 
early Friday morning. 
"There were actually less people 
out than normal that night," said 
Dean. "I actually thought that to 
myself while I was [distributing]. 
You usually see people walking 
around." 
Dean said the only place there 
were people was Bowman Field, 
where students were working on 
Homecoming floats. 
"We put out more papers than 
usual," said Dean. "I put more of 
them by the stadium gates for 
Parents' Weekend." 
Dean finished distributing about 
2:30 a.m, but said that many of the 
papers in high traffic areas such as 
Daniel Hall and the library were out 
by midnight. 
About 6:15 "Friday morning, 
senior architecture student Don 
Guarcello was leaving Lee Hall. He 
walked to his Jeep Wrangler, which 
was parked behind the building, 
and discovered approximately 
1,000 issues of the student newspa- 
per in his Jeep. The car has a soft top, 
said Guarcello, and he had left the 
back flap open all night. Guarcello 
went back to Lee Hall and returned 
with two friends, who helped him 
get the papers out of his car. 
Afterwards, Guarcello went out 
for coffee. While he was out, he saw 
people riding around in the back of 
a dark-colored pickup truck "being 
SEE PAPERS, PAGE 11 
Heavy fines given to 
disobedient bicyclists 
► Ridingon the sidewalk is 
an expensive convenience. 
ADORA M. CHEUNG 
 interim senior staff writer  
After a festive but tiring night of 
Homecoming preparations, Ryan 
Gemmill, a freshman, left his float- 
making duties mid-morning last 
Friday. He hopped on his bike and 
quickly went on his way. But unbe- 
knownst to him, he would have one 
obstacle to pass by before returning 
to bed to get his much-needed 
sleep—the police. 
Gemmill explained, "I was rid- 
ing [on my bike] on the sidewalk 
back to my dorm room. There were 
a lot of cars and there was really 
nobody on the sidewalk, and the 
officer just walked up in front of me 
and said, 'Stop,' and asked me for 
my ID and told me I was going to 
get a ticket." 
It was not just any ticket. 
Gemmill called up the court offices 
and discovered that he would prob- 
ably be slapped with a $150 fine— 
for riding his bike on the sidewalk, 
a rule he never knew existed. 
But the police gave reference to 
the University's student handbook, 
which lists numerous bicycle and 
moped regulations, including cer- 
tain South Carolina state laws. The 
University policy states, "No stu- 
dent shall utilize skateboards, bicy- 
cles, rollerblades, or any motor 
vehicle in unauthorized areas ... 
[which]... disrupts University class- 
es or activities or disrupts normal 
pedestrian or vehicular traffic 
flow" This includes the sidewalks, 
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CSEGHHMII  II    — 
FMW, Student outing champions diversity 
Oigbt 
,. ..... a    i... ■  ■ 
Lottery forum turns 
into heated debate 
University student 
makes citizen arrest 
Will BRYANT/Ia>wu[ coordinator 
CENSORED: This issue of The Tiger, which contained information that 
may have offended oY bothered readers, disappeared in the night. 
WALK & RIDE: Scott Pettayand Andrew Wilkins walk their bikeson the 
sidewalk to avoid a $150fine. 
Speaker relives DUI 
tnat took three lives 
► Spring break trip has 
tragic endforfrat brothers. 
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE 
assistant news editor 
Mark Sterner was a member of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity at 
Johnson and Wales University in 
Rhode Island when he and four 
fraternity brothers took off for 
spring break, reveling in the clas- 
sic style of students let loose on 
the beaches of Sanibel Island. 
They took along their video cam- 
era to capture the fun-filled days 
and nights in Florida. 
Only one brother came back 
and Sterner went to jail. 
For a solid week, the five men 
had been drinking and carousing. 
They decided to make their final 
night a blowout. 
"We wanted to show all our 
friends back home just what a 
good time we were having, so we 
videotaped everything that last 
day," said Sterner in front of a 
crowd in Tillman Hall last 
Monday. 
"The tape shows us taking shot 
after shot, then driving in our 
rented Lincoln Towncar," he said. 
"We shot the digital speedometer 
reading over 100 miles per hour." 
The tape shows the young men 
laughing, dancing and meeting 
women. That evening, the men 
decided that whoever was the 
least drunk would drive the group 
home. 
The videotape ends with the 
five men laughing their way to 
their next stop. Fifteen minutes 
later, with Sterner at the wheel, the 
car went out of control. 
Only two people survived. The 
others died at the scene. 
Sterner relived his experiences 
Tuesday night at Tillman Hall 
before a less-than-filled auditori- 
um. 
The program was part of 
National Alcohol Awareness 
Week, which concludes this week- 
end. 
After the video's showing, 
Sterner emerges in his orange 
prison jumpsuit, showing slides of 
the fateful one-car accident. 
Sterner explains that after 
waking up in the hospital, he 
faced three counts of D.U.I, 
manslaughter, a count each of 
D.U.I, bodily injury and D.U.I, 
property damage. 
Ironically, forensic reports 
showed that indeed Sterner was 
the least intoxicated of the group 
that evening. Still, he was too 
impaired to drive.    • 
"Three months away from 
becoming the first member of my 
family to graduate from college," 
said Sterner, "instead I became the 
first to go to jail." 
"I was facing up to 45 years [in 
prison] for what I'd done," he said. 
But the victim's parents, prosecu- 
tor and judge all agreed that the 
damage had been done and 
Sterner was sentenced to three 
years imprisonment. 
While incarcerated, Sterner 
voluntarily turned his tragic cir- 
cumstances into a tool for teaching 
SEE ALCOHOL, PAGE 9 
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Texas murderer 
wants fair trial 
JULIE NOUN 
Daily Texan (U. Texas-Austin) 
(U-WIRE) AUSTIN, Texas - 
Randall Dale Adams, who was con- 
victed of murdering a Dallas police 
officer in 1976, said he is a victim of 
the City of Dallas, the prosecution 
and the state of Texas. 
Adams, 51, joined the Texas 
Defender Service Monday, a 
Houston-based watchdog group, to 
announce a report analyzing hun- 
dreds of Texas death penalty cases. 
The group's report found racial dis- 
crimination, prosecutor miscon- 
duct, ineffective defense and a weak 
appellate process in several of the 
cases. 
Adams, who was released from 
death row in. 1989, said his guilty 
verdict came after the prosecution 
allegedly suppressed evidence and 
used perjured testimony from a 
teen-age criminal. The teenager 
later confessed to the murder for 
which Adams was convicted. 
"It literally tears my heart out 
when I hear politicians screaming 
how the death penalty works and 
how he's for the death penalty 
while Officer Wood is still lying in 
the road basically," Adams said, 
referring to the murdered police 
officer. 
The report, "A State of Denial: 
Texas Justice and the Death 
Penalty," reviewed more than 650 
capital cases since the death penal- 
ty was reinstated in 1976. 
In almost 10 percent of the cases 
examined, a prosecutor or police 
officer deliberately presented false 
or misleading evidence, concealed 
exonerating evidence or used unre- 
liable evidence from another crimi- 
nal, according to the report. 
"This report clearly shows that 
the state's current method of 
enforcing the death penalty com- 
promises the ideal of oasic fairness 
that underlies our criminal justice 
system," said Texas Defender 
Service Executive Director Jim 
Marcus. 
The report also stated that 
minorities serve less frequently on 
juries. 
Texas Attorney General John 
Cornyn said in a statement that 
each death penalty case is reviewed 
by at least 22 state and federal 
judges as well as the U.S. Supreme 
Court. 
"Any errors affecting the fairness 
of the proceeding are caught and 
corrected on appeal or by the Board 
of Pardons and Paroles," Cornyn 
said. "This system ensures that only 
the guilty are ultimately convicted, 
and that only the most dangerous 
criminals representing a continu- 
ing threat to society are convicted." 
But Cornyn stated that the sys- 
tem needs improvement, including 
enhancing the quality of court- 
appointed attorneys and making 
DNA testing available to all rele- 
vant cases. 
In a statement released Monday, 
Gov George W. Bush said Texas has 
several programs that make sure 
court-appointed attorneys are com- 
petent. 
Court of Criminal Appeals 
Judge Steve Mansfield pointed to a 
Harris County program that 
requires lawyers to pass a test before 
trying a capital case. 
"Lawyers have to have been a 
backup lawyer for a certain number 
of other cases, go through a capital 
trial program, and pass a test," 
Mansfield said. "I also certainly 
would like to see more money allo- 
cated for lawyers who represent 
those accused of murder." 
Geoffrey Hutson, a Houston 
criminal defense lawyer who used 
to handle court-appointed cases, 
said the Harris County program 
has made a big improvement in 
court-appointed cases. 
But Hutson added that court- 
appointed attorneys have a mone- 
tary and resource disadvantage 
compared to the state. 
Nader tells it like it is in public talk 
PHIL NOVACK 
The Daily Princetonian (Princeton U.) 
(U-WIRE) PRINCETON, NJ. - 
Green Party presidential candi- 
date Ralph Nader Sunday night 
gave the Princeton University 
community an hour-long social 
commentary — and the audience 
loved every bit of it. 
"It's nice to be back," Nader 
said. Continually stressing the 
theme of "human need over cor- 
porate greed," he delivered sting- 
ing criticisms of what he claimed 
was an American democratic sys- 
tem that has collapsed under cor- 
porate interests. 
"This is all about people losing 
control of everything that matters 
to them," he said to a near-capaci- 
ty Richardson Auditorium. Loss 
of control to corporate interests, 
he said, has some "severe conse- 
quences," such as "the deception of 
reality." 
He questioned the widely 
accepted contention that the 
American economy is currently 
strong and healthy. 
"Currently strong for whom?" 
Nader challenged. "For all the 
workers who are making relative- 
ly less now than they were 20 or 
30 years ago? For the 20 percent of 
Americans that live in poverty? 
For the 10 million people who still 
make minimum wage?" 
Nader also said the "increasing 
corporatization" of universities is 
causing students' "horizons (to be) 
lower." He pointed out, with pride, 
the benchmark effort of his class 
— Princeton Project '55 — as a 
"civic action alternative" that "has 
been very successful for Princeton 
undergraduates. 
"That's why the class of '55 as 
they march down the P-Rade 
always gets the biggest applause," 
he said to a chorus of laughter 
from the audience. 
Nader was quick to note what 
he says is a dramatic shortage of 
differences between Democratic 
candidate Vice President Al Gore 
and Republican Texas Gov. George 
W. Bush, whose parties, he said, 
are "bought, rented and sold" by 
corporate interests. 
"Did you all watch the second 
debate? That thing was an agree- 
ment fest!" he exclaimed to wild 
laughter from the audience. He 
said he counted 36 different times 
where the two agreed with each 
other. 
"Bush ran out of agreements 
with Gore, he started agreeing 
with Clinton!" Nader bellowed. 
While Nader said he believed 
the Republican candidate was the 
worst choice, he offered little 
praise for the Democrats. 
"Joe Lieberman, that guy never 
met a weapons system he didn't 
like, and he's all bent on personal 
morality," Nader said, contrasting 
the candidate's views with his 
own position of social justice. 
Nader said he does not believe 
that the government should 
spend any more tax dollars on 
national defense, and instead 
those dollars should be used to 
fight "corporate crime, corporate 
violence, corporate welfare and 
corporate regulation." 
"Prices are going up, while 
wages are sliding backward," he 
said. 
Nader also offered a scathing 
commentary on what he said was 
America's "criminal injustice sys- 
tem." 
"We shouldn't be sending drug 
addicts to jail, alcoholics to jail," he 
said to rousing applause. 
"Addiction is a health problem." 
Nader said the attitudes of 
young people toward voting are a 
paramount issue, pointing out 
that two-thirds of younger 
Americans do not vote. "If you 
haven't turned on to politics," he 
charged, "politics will surely turn 
on you." 
He commended University stu- 
dents for their activism against 
sweatshop labor, but said that 
greater evils exist, such as interna- 
tional financial institutions. 
"Don't let anyone use globaliza- 
tion the way Paul Krugman does," 
Nader   said,   referring   to   the 
CATER TO NADER: The Green Party representative spoke at Princeton 
University, where he made his views clear. 
University economics professor's 
views on the subject. "I don't know 
what's wrong with this guy," he 
said, accusing Krugman of mis- 
representing Nader's stand on the 
issue. 
"According to this guy, Social 
Security will go broke by 2037. 
Social Security will not go broke 
by 2037," he exclaimed. 
"Does he teach here?" Nader 
asked. "Well, my commiserations." 
Nader charged that corporate 
globalization and organizations 
such as the World Trade 
Organization, the World Bank and 
NAFTA are "autocratic secret sys- 
tems of governance." 
He said NAFTA and the WTO 
— with its "anti-democratic provi- 
sions" — were issues that Bush and 
Gore would never raise. 
Only near the end of the 
speech did he outwardly promote 
the Green Party. 
"November 7 is just the starting 
point of the first stage of building 
America's new progressive politi- 
cal movement," Nader exclaimed 
to wild applause. He said the 
Democrats and Republicans need 
to be forced to address the "needs 
of the people," and that "the only 
language they understand is the 
loss of votes." 
"It's time to make some history 
on November 7," Nader said, "and 
move to a democracy where peo- 
ple matter, first, foremost, here and 
abroad." 
Tuition increases for university students 
JODIE KAUFMAN 
Daily Collegian(Penn. State U.) 
Cost of college rises more quick- 
ly than inflation (U. Michigan) 
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR, Mich. 
— The College Board released a 
report Monday that the price of a 
college degree is continuing to rise 
higher than the rate of inflation. A 
national study released by the 
College Board report that tuition 
increased from 4.4 percent to 5.2 
percent this year for four-year pub- 
lic institutions. 
But the University of Michigan 
claims its tuition increase is lower 
than the national average. 
University spokeswoman Julie 
Peterson said "we're very pleased 
that thanks to strong state support 
the University has been able to 
keep tuition increases modest for 
the past few years." 
The University raised tuition 
2.8 percent between the 1999-2000 
academic year and the current 
2000-01 academic year for both 
Michigan residents and non-resi- 
dents, and for both the lower divi- 
sion and the upper divisions of 
undergraduate study. 
LSA freshmen and sophomores 
paid $6,333 and $19,761 for in-state 
and out-of-state students last year, 
and currently they pay $6,513 and 
$20,323 respectively. 
LSA juniors and seniors paid 
$7,137 for in-state tuition and 
$21,149 for out-of-state tuition last 
year. This year students pay $7,339 
and $21,751 respectively. 
"I don't think there is a correla- 
tion between the number of stu- 
dents going to college and the cost 
increase," said Laura Wilcox, assis- 
tant director for public affairs at 
the American Council on 
Education. 
"Students now more than ever 
value the college education. The 
amount of money that can be 
earned with a college degree is sig- 
nificantly higher than that of a 
PENNY PINCHING: Students protested when the University of Michigan upped its tuition. 
high school diploma," she said. 
College Board President Gaston 
Caperton said in a written state- 
ment that loans account for 59 per- 
cent of all financial aid compared 
to about 41 percent in 1980-81. 
Funding for Pell Grants has 
decreased as well, but may now 
increase. The Pell Grant is the main 
source of student aid for needy stu- 
dents, Wilcox said. 
The grant has to be authorized 
by Congress each year, and budgets 
have in the past been limited, 
Wilcox said. 
In 1998-99 alone, the Pell Grant 
awarded 3.8 million students with 
$7.2 billion in families with an 
average yearly household income 
of $20,544, Wilcox said. 
Additionally, Wilcox said, $68 
billion of aid is available between 
federal, state and institutional 
funding. 
As to why the tuition costs are 
rising higher than inflation, said 
John Cross, University associate 
dean for finance and planning. 
"Nationally institutional costs have 
been rising, there is no question 
that they have been rising faster 
than inflation." 
Cross said making changes to 
technology is much more cost effi- 
cient, but changing teaching 
mechanisms is difficult. 
"While technological assembly 
costs have gone down as people 
have invented new machines, we 
don't have machines to make it 
much easier to teach a large num- 
ber of students, and therefore our 
costs increase, as the salaries and 
wages increase," Cross said. 
J\ 
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Parking services regulations revealed to students 
^-There is a rhyme and rea- 
son to this organization. 
KATIE SMOAK 
 assistant time out editor  
A frenzy of frustrated drivers 
invade the parking lots at the 
University, sometimes to no avail. 
While University officials contend 
that the problems concerning park- 
ing issues are minimal compared to 
other large college campuses, stu- 
dents and employers alike can find 
themselves searching for their spe- 
cific allotted spaces for an extended 
amount of time. 
Senior Kristopher Phillips said, 
"If you are willing to park at the fire 
station or the stadium, then there's 
not a problem, but if you want to 
park within a walking distance you 
have to be here by 7 a.m." 
Senior Kristin Fay agreed. "I have 
to leave my apartment 30 minutes 
early just to make sure that I can 
find a commuter spot and still have 
enough time to catch the CAT bus. 
But if I am running late, then 1 
might as well forget the whole idea. 
A tardy is considered almost as bad 
as an absence." 
Despite over 12,000 parking 
spots among the campus areas, over 
14,750 parking permits are issued 
for one reason or another. Included 
among the permit holders are 
employees, commuters, on-campus 
residents, vendors, construction 
employees and motorcycle owners. 
While students voice the most 
complaints to Parking Services, 
some employees have found them- 
selves being forced into other lots 
not only because of illegal parking 
of others, but also because of fre- 
quent construction on campus. 
Currently, construction has hin- 
dered parking, but has also required 
many employees to relocate to com- 
muter spaces, leaving many stu- 
dents annoyed by the process. 
Phillips said," I don't agree that 
employees should be able to park in 
the commuter spots because com- 
muters don't have the same privi- 
lege. If it's going to be one way, then 
it should be the other way, too." 
However, Director of Parking 
Services Joe Granger believes that 
the University does have reasonable 
parking regulations. "We hear com- 
plaints every day about parking 
problems. But at the busiest times 
of the day, we find available spaces 
vacant throughout the campus. 
They just are not right at the class 
doors." 
He advises students to prepare 
ahead if they are planning to park 
on the Clemson perimeter and con- 
sider taking the CAT bus trans- 
portation to the designated class 
building. "I hope that the bigger 
buses will accommodate a new 
amount of riders and hopefully the 
quantity will increase as the quali- 
ty does." 
Although the transit buses have 
eliminated some of the major park- 
ing concerns, parking in the wrong 
lots has led to much disarray 
among the faculty, students and 
visitors on campus. 
Speech and communication 
studies lecturer Jon Birdnow said, 
"Every university could use more 
parking. However, logistics just 
don't allow. Students could also 
alleviate the problems by not dri- 
ving to every class. This is a walk- 
ing campus." 
Effective as of Aug. 16, violators 
who receive ten or more parking 
citations will lose their parking 
privileges for the remainder of the 
year in which the permit is validat- 
ed. There also is a $50 charge 
attached to these citations repeat- 
edly after the seventh ticket has 
WWW clemsonflorist .com 
QUEN NGUYDVstaff pholographer 
TICKETED EASY RIDER: Even motorcycles cannot escape the wrath of the parking ticket. Some cylcists try and 
get around parking problems by parkingon the sidewalk. 
been issued that began during the 
1999-2000 school year. 
Other rules that students must 
contend with include following the 
University's guide to parking. 
Spaces that are inappropriately 
used include timed spaces, employ- 
ee spaces and service vehicle 
spaces. Students should be aware 
that parking in service vehicle spots 
leads to the chance of towing. 
Employee spaces that are marked 
green are available to University 
employees and can be used by com- 
muter students without disregard- 
ing University regulations between 
the hours of 4:30 p.m. and 7 a.m. 
and for resident students between 9 
p.m. and 7 a.m. Timed spaces are 
marked accordingly and the white 
spaces are allowed to be used by 
anybody at the University. 
Although these logistics are 
available to every student, there are 
times when circumstances arise 
that make it more important for 
students to have preferential park- 
ing. Junior Kaylee Truesdale 
believes this to be true after suffer- 
ing from a sprained ankle. "I could- 
n't really get a handicapped pass 
because I didn't break a bone, so I 
chose to park in employee spaces or 
thirty minute spaces so I would not 
have to put too much pressure on 
my foot." 
Even though ticketing is a daily 
regulation, some students take their 
chances and park according to class 
proximity, which sometimes 
means thirty-minute spots or facul- 
ty parking. However, junior Jennifer 
Mimms believes that parking in 
timed areas is worse than parking 
in employee areas. "I think that 
parking in the timed spaces is defi- 
nitely more of a risk rather than the 
employee spaces. Maybe they just 
seem to be patrolled more." 
Although parking continues to 
be an open debate among 
University officials, employees and 
students, not everyone believes that 
the problem is hindering their edu- 
cation. Senior Carrie Warren thinks 
that parking is fairly efficient com- 
pared to campuses that do not 
allow freshman to bring cars or 
have to use a lottery system for stu- 
dents to be granted a parking per- 
mit. "This is my first year commut- 
ing and I think that it is better than 
walking. The bus is usually on time 
and it always takes me directly to 
my car after class. Of course, I don't 
know if it would be the same situa- 
tion if my classes weren't at 8 a.m." 
Whatever the opinion may be 
concerning parking at the 
University, make sure to know the 
regulations regarding each desig- 
nated lot. For further information 
about parking, visit 
http://wwwvirtual.clemson.edu/g 
roups/stuaff/parking.htm 
Thank You for 
Your Support 
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STAFF EDITORIAL 
Not voting forfeits 
right to complain 
As responsible adults, college students 
should relish in the opportunity to vote 
As the students who will com- 
prise the "leaders of the next gener- 
ation," it is our constitutional right 
and civil duty to go out on 
November 7 and punch the ballot 
card at our respective voting poll 
place. We must prove to those who 
raised us that we are not a genera- 
tion of apathy, that we do care and 
our voices will be heard. And the 
most resounding way to have our 
voices heard is to place a vote for the 
future. 
Despite the cynics who argue 
that "one vote makes no difference," 
they simply need to look at the vot- 
ing process as a right. As a right, one 
can choose to waste it by not exer- 
cising it, or he or she can flex their 
election muscle at the booth and 
help decide who will govern and, 
legislate the policy that will direct- 
ly affect them. Let it be known that 
if someone chooses not to vote, than 
he or she forfeits the privilege of 
making statements complaining 
about the state of the nation. With 
the little effort it takes to vote, every 
student should have an absentee 
ballot or plans to go home for this 
Election Day. The University has 
done well at updating the students 
of the voter registration deadlines 
and President Barker's beseechment 
of the students to go out and vote 
send a very positive message to the 
students. It is important to make 
our voices heard because if we all 
speak, the nation will have no 
choice but not to listen. 
Presidential politics have been 
the most derided by students. 
Students feel that because of the 
electoral college, that their votes are 
basically there for statistics' sake 
alone. But these students must real- 
ize that the college is based on the 
state's politics, and if the students 
make their voices known during 
local and congressional elections, 
then there is a possibility of sway- 
ing the electorate vote. Not to men- 
tion, this is more than a Gore v Bush 
year-many issues are being put on 
the ballot as well as other local elec- 
tions, thus stressing the importance 
of going out November 7. No vote is 
ever wasted. 
The issues clouding this election 
tend not to cater to what students 
are interested in, thus scaring stu- 
dents from the voting booth. Social 
security is many years away in our 
eyes. Medicare is even further away. 
But education has been a hot topic 
this election year as well, and this 
has a direct effect on what happens 
to us. And as young people ready- 
ing themselves for the "real world," a 
sort of universal healthcare cover- 
age should be lying at the front of 
each and every one of our minds. 
So, there are issues that concern us 
for sure and choosing the candidate 
that best represents us is an impor- 
tant life-altering decision to be 
taken seriously. 
We as students have the poten- 
tial for great power if we all make 
our voices known. We should refuse 
to accept the future without having 
a say in the matter. That is why 
each and every one of us should get 
out and vote. Let us take the steps to 
becoming the leaders of the next 
generation by casting our power 
with the ballot. With the decisions 
we make this November, we can 
change lives. We cannot afford to 
take this lying down. The torch is 
ready to be passed, all we must do is 
run with it to the polls. 
The opinions expressed in the lead edi- 
torial are written by the editorial editor 
and represent the majority view of 
THE TIGER senior staff. In represent- 
ing the majority view, the lead editorial 
may not represent the individual view 
of any particular member. 
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I'm like so happy and stuff for the RBC 
Like, my life totally changed 
two months ago. I was start- 
ing another boring semester 
filled with studying and work 
(ewwwww!). The only cool thing 
about this fall was going to be the 
usual round of frat parties and 
football games (sports are so 
yucky!). Then one day I saw an old 
friend of mine from high school 
and she told me about the RBC. 
The RBC is 
the most 
exclusive, elite 
club on cam- 
pus. I can't tell 




breaking my pledge of honor and 
loyalty. All I can say is that we have 
all of the really phat parties and we 
get to wear these really awesome t- 
shirts. I have, like, fifty of them and 
they're all different and they're real- 
ly cute. 
Getting into the RBC was really 
hard. You (or your parents in my 
case) had to fall within the top 1 
percent financially, of students at 
Clemson and their families. You 
also had to fill out this question- 
naire that asked you about your 
views on things like world issues 
and Clemson student life. I got my 
daddy to fill it out for me because I 
don't really have any thoughts 
about that kind of stuff. Luckily, I 
got accepted right away, which was 
really cool because I would have felt 
like a total loser if I had not made it. 
Once I was in, I donated $500 to the 
George W Bush campaign fund in 
the name of the RBC. Like, we did 
that this semester instead of paying 
dues. 
So far, the RBC 
has taught me a lot 
of stuff about 
friendship, loyalty, 
and important "life 
skills". Like, they say 
I should not even 
.worry about getting 
a silly degree or a career. Instead, I 
should just marry a rich man and 
join the Junior League. Also, they 
have told me that I can make sure I 
have perfect children some day 
because of the wonders of genetic 
engineering. 
What's really super cool about 
the RBC is the, like, you know, killer 
thingies you get with a member- 
ship. I chose the Super-Platinum 
package for all the sweet booty that 
came with it. I asked for a cherry 
red Beamer, but all they had was a 
crummy candy apple red. And I 
Letters to the Editor 
P-frosh rethinks 
college choice 
I feel that I must let your readers 
know of a situation that occurred 
to me on Monday. As a high school 
senior, Clemson is very high on my 
list of colleges and I came up this 
weekend to check it out. I had a 
great time at the football game 
over the weekend and was anxious 
to see the campus over the next 
two days until I was accosted by 
two police officers. 
After parking my car by 
Cemetery Hill around 5:45 p.m. I 
headed to the police station to get a 
visitor's parking pass, but I hadn't 
traveled 50 feet when the officers 
impeded my path by moving their 
patrol car in front of me. The offi- 
cers then made me empty my 
pockets, asked for my driver's 
license, made me recite my cell 
phone number to make sure it was 
mine and then asked what I was 
doing. No reason was given for 
why they stopped me and my 
actions warranted no police inter- 
ference. 
Seeing as how this was my first 
extended stay at Clemson, you can 
imagine my shock. I have heard 
stories of campus police being abu- 
sive, but 1 had no reason to believe 
them until now. If this is how they 
treat their visitors, how do they 
treat full-time students? I can't 
imagine what they would of done 
if I was black. I am now seriously 
re-thinking my college choice. I 
can only hope the Clemson com- 
munity, and more specifically the 
police, are aware of how their 




Strong writers found 
in weekly feature 
The critique that was given to 
Cafe Flambe was unjust, and 
seemed ironically a little too famil- 
iar. 
Both times that I've gone to Cafe 
Flambe, my meal was outstanding. 
Maybe it was what I ordered the 
Trout smothered in almonds and 
then the Croquet Poulet, both non- 
traditional meals that can not be 
found else where. Like the Lamb 
and Seafood Alfredo that you 
ordered. Why don't you go out of 
your way to actually try some- 
thing more exotic and flavorful? If 
not, stay at the fast food places 
you're used to, and don't slander 
was like telling daddy all about it 
and he had them special order one 
just for me! Oh, and the lifetime 
membership to that mineral spa 
really was cool of the RBC. 
The RBC so helped me with my 
wardrobe crises of only having 200 
pairs of shoes by giving me a plat- 
inum card that could be only used 
on Rodeo Drive, totally for sure. 
With it, I was able to get unlimited 
supplies of straps, thongs, heels, 
platforms and wedges. Like, the 
RBC is so totally cool for, like, help- 
ing me out and stuff! 
I have found my true happiness 
in the RBC, and I have learned so 
much important stuff, not like 
what you learn in classes (the RBC 
teaches you about what really mat- 
ters). I have learned that looks are 
super important and capitalism is 
really awesome. I have learned that 
I am way cooler than you because I 
belong to the RBC. So, go ahead and 
try to join us, if you think you are 
good enough, like okay? 
P S. The RBC says you should vote 
for Ralph Nader on November 7th. 
Alison Bruce isaseniormajoringin 
English. Email comments to let- 
ters@tiger.clemson.edu. 
the finer foods. 
The food was great as well as 
the service. They're fast and always 
cheerful. Everyone I have referreri 
to Cafe Flambe has had an enjoy- 
able meal, and had nothing to 
complain about. 
So I hope that everyone else will 
ignore your comments on it and. 
try it for themselves. As for the arti- 
cle sounding a little familiar, it 
almost went word for word with 
Creative Loafing's review, maybe 
you just decided to order the same 
meal, and to complain about the 
same stuff, who knows? However, I 
was not the only one who caught 
on to the strange similarities 
among the two articles. 
So for everyone out there that 
enjoys a great meal that isn't too 
costly go try Cafe Flambe and tell 
Jill andjosie that Ed sent you. 
Edward Morrison 
animal science 
Letters to the editor should be no 
more than 500 words. They should 
include the author's name, signa- 
ture, and phone number. They will 
be checked for authenticity. Letters 
may be edited for clarity and 
grammar. THE TIGER staff 
reserves the right to edit, print or 
omit all letters submitted to the 
editor. 
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[COMMENTARY] 
Keep looking around for money 
Just in case you didn't know it, you will be 
voting on Nov. 7 to legalize or not to legal- 
ize gambling in South Carolina. Sound 
like a familiar issue? Yep. The video poker 
gaming industry was recently kicked out of 
the state because it was found to be in viola- 
tion of the very law that we are now looking 
to overturn. But gambling has made its debut 
into the public sphere again, and here is why. 
Nobody wants their taxes increased, and 
money raised from a lottery seems like pain- 
less revenue, especially in a time when our 
state budget is tightening. This would not only 
provide money for the state, but steady money. 
An estimated 115 million 
South Carolinian dollars 
are already going into the 
Georgia lottery, a lottery 
whose provisions for edu- 
cation seem to have been 
met with greater success in 
schools. It is only logical 
that our legislators would 
want to keep that money here. Lastly, 36 states 
plus DC. have already enacted state-run lotter- 
ies. So if they are doing it, why shouldn't we? 
Proponents of the lottery have told me 
that, regardless of the fact that this seems like 
a dirty way to raise money, we have to get it 
from somewhere. But my thinking is that if 
this is the only solution we can come up 
with, then we may never see improvements 
here. Though this is a way of guaranteeing 
immediate results, who can be sure of all the 
problems this could cause for us in the long 
run? It's obvious that our education system 
isn't going to change overnight, so why get us 
into an even bigger mess by tying up more of 
our precious resources? 
Lottery revenues drop off after the first 
year, and in order to keep the money flowing, 
advertising campaigns are taken up aggres- 
sively. One of the biggest problems I have with 
the lottery is that it will encourage conflicting 
interests on the part of the government. How 
can one serve its citizens on one hand, but 
encourage its citizens to mismanage their 
money on the other? A state-run lottery will 
operate on the same principle as a private- 
owned lottery, with the primary goal being to 




whatever means possible—by exploiting lower 
economic class citizens, encouraging people to 
act on their sometimes destructive gambling 
instincts, and filling our countryside and 
highways with ugly and intrusive forms of 
advertising which effects everybody's quality 
of life. I'm just not ready to see our government 
take on such an undesirable role. 
I have heard many opponents call the pro- 
posal for a lottery a "creative" form of taxation. 
Is it just me or is there really nothing creative 
about it at all? When I think of creative, I 
think of something that gives back to the 
community beautifies our state, and encour- 
ages good morale. I'm not 
sure a lottery would do this. 
And if the money raised 
from the lottery will only 
equal 1.08 % of the state bud- 
get I don't see why we could- 
n't fined the money some 
other way. A figure released 
in winter '97 from Money 
magazine actually says that states without 
lotteries spend a greater portion of their total 
budget on education than states with lotter- 
ies. So maybe all the talk about raising money 
for education is hype? A careful scrutiny of 
the present plan reveals that legalizing the 
lottery doesn't even guarantee that the money 
already going towards education has to stay 
there. 
Yes, I know that our state representatives 
are up against many great challenges. Under 
narrowing budget demands and intense pub- 
lic scrutiny, maybe this felt to some like the 
only solution. Whereas my challenge to 
them is to find a truly creative way of solving 
our budgeting problems, my challenge to 
myself is to think about my own responsibil- 
ity. What can I do? I don't know. But I know I 
can start with offering my state and country 
more than just lip service. If I am going to 
make a statement of what I value in my gov- 
ernment, which is to operate in a people- 
serving, not people-using way, then I need to 
represent that in my own actions and life. 
Molly Stenhouse isagrad student in educa- 
tion and student affairs counseling. Email 
comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu. 
[COMMENTARY] 
We're not in Texas anymore, W 
I am scared to death that George W Bush 
will be the next president of the United 
States. I'm alarmed to learn that a huge 
percentage of the population plans on vot- 
ing for the guy. I consider it my civic duty to 
reach as many as I can with this simple 
message: Don't vote for George W Bush. 
The most important issue in this election 
is the changing face of our Supreme Court.' 
During the next four years, three to four of 
the justices from our currently conservative 
court could step down. These justices are 
arguably the most powerful people in the 
country, and directly affect our lives by dic- 
tating how we must live 
according to our constitu 
tion. A vote for Bush is a 
vote for stifling social 
progress—programs and 
policies that promote 
equal rights for minority 
groups will be hampered. 
Over a Republican era, the 
court would work to limit individual free- 
doms, creating a government that not only 
collects our taxes, but also tells us how we 
should live our lives. 
Partly in thanks to George Ws fluff envi- 
ronmental codes, Texans drink polluted 
water with their dinner. George Bush has 
absolutely zero foresight into the environ- 
mental future of our country. Right now the 
only thing that is of any importance to Mr. 
Bush is immediate gain. A more positive step 
would be to work towards a country that has 
less dependence on oil. George W would not 
be willing to explore a truly innovative plan 
like this because he is tied down by special 
interest funds. A vote for Bush is a vote for 
drilling into our treasured environmental 
resources', polluting our air and water; and 
virtually removing all restrictions on indus- 
trial emissions. 
Apart from his old fashioned way of deal- 
ing with issues, George W has an outrageous- 
ly unimpressive resume. Here, in a nutshell, is 
what Bush has done: goes to Yale thanks to 
father's legacy, receives poor marks, looses 
huge amounts of father's money in failed 
business ventures, helps to revitalize the 
Texas Rangers organization using question- 
able business ethics, and a plethora of govern- 
mental and corporate ins. He is then elected 
governor of Texas where, for two terms, he 
has presided over a state which ranks at the 
bottom in the nation in education, spending 
on social programs and the arts, medically 
insured children and families, and dead last 
in several environmental categories includ- 
ing greenhouse gas emissions. 
When asked in a recent debate Xvhat he 
would do in the case of an international 
emergency Mr. Bush replied that he would 
call Alan Greenspan and gather advice. This 
has been the story of his life. What happens 
when a decision comes to 
his desk, and our lives rest 
in the balance? Mr. Bush 
has done little in his life to 
impress upon anyone that 
he has new, innovative 
ideas, or any intellectual 
capacity to create them. 
Issues aside, we are electing 
a man to hold the most powerful office in the 
history of the world. I strongly contend that 
George Bush, by all accounts, is a man with 
mediocre intellect and unimpressive 
achievements. Nepotism has no place in our 
government's highest office. 
The political agenda of the GOP. and 
George W is clear. First, tax cuts for large 
corporations and the rich. Meanwhile our 
spending on social programs is cut and our 
nation is divided: the haves, and the have- 
nots. There is no money left for Bush's pro- 
posed plans for Medicare and education. Ws 
promises of smaller government are deceiv- 
ing, we must realize the tradeoff: bigger cor- 
porate and industrial influence. These com- 
panies are playing Bush like their trump 
card, and with limited government regula- 
tions, who will be there to stop them? The 
answer— a strong government, led by a 
strong leader with innovative ideas and pro- 
gressive programs aimed to bring us togeth- 
er socially, and propel us economically. The 
answer is simply not George W. Bush. 
Dan Lilly is afreshman majoring in 
philosophy. Email comments to 
letters@tiger.clemson.edu 
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"They should focus on improving our 




"I think it is important for the candi- 
dates to understand what the majority 
of people want and do (if elected) those 





"I think that what is important is fund- 
ing for schools, both high school and 
college—to ensure that everyone is get- 





"Let's try to foes on making parents 
take responsibility for their kids 
instead of trying to 'solve' all of these 
'social' problems like video games and 





"They should focus on education 
because I think that is the key to suc- 
cess. They should also focus on teenage 
pregnancy and abortion." 
The Editors' Corner 
To the commie punks who 
stole 7,000 copies of The Tiger 
This message is for the jack- 
asses that stole 7,000 copies 
of The Tiger this past 
Friday morning. I don't know 
what your motive was, but I 
imagine it had something to do 
with your stinking socialist revo- 
lution. From this point on, when 
using the third 
person, I will 




to see an end 
to capitalism. 
You want to 
see an end to property rights 
starting with the printed word. 
And I don't care what the drunk 
Montenegrin says, you nor any 
communist will freely exercise 
property rights over The Tiger. 
Are you sick of seeing capitalist 
ads in The Tiger? 
Greek Life advisor Paul Kittle 
suggested that one ad in particu- 
lar might have provoked such an 
attack. He thought the commu- 
nists might be an anti-Greek 
coalition upset with last week's 
ad on page 13. This ad highlight- 
ed the achievements of Greek 
organizations over the last semes- 
ter. I am sincerely sorry that 
everyone on campus was not 
allowed to read about your hon- 
ors. Communism did this to you. 
■   But then again, maybe it was 
another ad that upset the com- 
munists. On page 16, an ad sug- 
gested that some students might 
be fit for the life of a monk at 
Belmont Abbey. Communists 
don't have religion. They don't 
believe in God. The forces of 
communism oppose you. 
Regardless of the motive, the 
communists must be stopped. 
This is un-American. Readers, 
your duty as an American is to 
help us in the 
fight against 
communism. If 
you see some- 
one hoarding 
an unreason- 
able number of 
Tiger newspa- 
pers, I suggest 
you hit him. Call that person a 
"communist pig" and immedi- 
ately call The Tiger for assistance 
(656-2150). 
When the supposed commu- 
nists are brought to justice, pun- 
ishment will be severe. When 
parents catch their young chil- 
dren smoking, they usually 
make their children smoke the 
entire pack of cigarettes. If I were 
to catch the communists steal- 
ing 7,000 issues of The Tiger, I 
would make them read every 
single copy. By the end you 
would be saying, "Go capitalism! 
I will never steal what is not 
mine. 1 see the power in property 
rights and how this system of 
capitalism has blessed my life." 
A final word for the commu- 
nists: stop giving yourself high- 
fives and figure out how you are 
going to pay for what you have 
stolen. You will not get away with 
this. We will not be silenced. 
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Campaign finance reform: As one of Nader's 
central issues, he feels that special interests 
money corrupts politics. Nader would like 
to prevent big business from investing in 
politicians' campaigns. 
Corporate Power Nader feels that growing 
corporate power over our government has 
often turned the government against its own 
people. 
District of Columbia statehood: Nader fully 
supports statehood by the District of 
Columbia. 
Environment: Nader is committed to envi- 
ronmental action and proposes tougher 
standards for industry and consumers. 
Foreign Policy: Nader prefers the U.S. to 
I f you don't turn on politics, politics will turn on you." ~ Ralph Nader 
engage in preventive diplomacy as opposed to 
military action. 
Gun control: Nader supports trigger locks and 
the banning of assault weapons. 
Health care: Nader desires a universal health- 
care system. 
Nuclear arms: Nader would like the U.S. to sign 
an agreement stating the U.S. would not be the 
first to use nuclear weapons in a war setting. 
Social Security: Nader supports the current 
system, but would make small changes over 
time to change benefits for the poor. 
Trade: Nader dislikes the United State's partic- 
ipation in organizations such as the WTO, and 
desires trade policies that protect the environ- 
ment and U.S. jobs. 
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Defense: Gore believes in the 
national defense shield, national 
intervention to combat ethnic 
cleansing and fighting terror- 
ism. 
Drugs: Gore supports the 
National Youth Anti-Drug 
Media Campaign to deter illegal 
drug use by young people; 
expand availability of treat- 
ment options for youth; and 
reform, strengthen, and increase 
the funding for the Safe and 
Drug-Free Schools Program. He 
also wants to expand Drug 
Courts providing judicial super- 
vision over drug offenders and 
provide frequent drug testing 
and treatment for offenders. 
Education: Gore wants to 
reduce class sizes, improve stan- 
dards and accountability and 
bring technology into class- 
rooms. 
Entertainment: Gore calls for 
the entertainment industry to 
agree to an immediate "cease- 
fire" in marketing adult material 
to children. He urges the enter- 
tainment industry to adopt rec- 
ommendations of the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC), set a 
six-month deadline to adopt 
voluntary standards and 
pledged to support tougher 
measures to hold the industry 
accountable if it does not clean 
up its act. 
Gun control: Gore supports a 
ban on assault weapons, a com- 
promise on the Brady Bill and 
additional penalties for gun- 
related crimes. 
Health care: Gore advocates a 
strong, enforceable Patients' Bill 
of Rights, ensuring that women 
and children receive high quali- 
ty care, innovative solutions for 
long term care needs and pro- 
tection and improvement of 
Medicare and Medicaid. 
Social Security: Gore wants to 
protect and strengthen Social 
Security and provide supple- 
mental retirement security. 
Taxes: Gore supports a bal- 
anced budget and other tax poli- 
cies to help families raise a child 
and pay for college. In addition, 
Gore supports tax relief efforts 
for America's small businesses 
and a permanent research and 
development tax credit. ■ 
Web site: http://www.algo- 
re.com 










Defense: Bush supports the 
current military. He believes it 
must be transformed to be the 
military of the future. He sup- 
ports a national defense 
shield. 
Drugs: Bush supports char- 
acter education in our schools, 
effective drug prevention pro- 
grams in communities and faith-based 
drug treatment programs. 
Education: Bush wants to close the 
achievement gap, set high standards, 
promote character education and 
ensure school safety. States will be 
offered freedom from federal regula- 
tion, but will be held accountable for 
results. Performance will be measured 
annually, and 
parents will be 
empowered 
with informa- 
tion and choices. 
Gun control: 
Bush wants to 
prosecute those 
who illegally 
sell guns, those 
who illegally 
carry guns and 
those who com- 
mit crimes with 
guns. 
Health    care: 
I- Bush's plan pro- 
vides low- 
income families 
with  a  $2,000 
refundable     health 
credit so that they 
can   choose   health 
plans and physicians that fit their 
needs. He also believes that small busi- 
nesses, which employ 60 percent of the 
uninsured, should be able to obtain 
lower cost insurance through associa- 
tions. Bush will remove federal regula- 
tions that restrict state flexibility in 
designing and implementing pro- 
grams for the uninsured. 
Social Security: Bush wants to give 
individuals the option of voluntari- 
ly investing a portion of their Social 
Security payroll taxes in personal 
retirement accounts. 
Taxes: Bush believes that roughly 
one-quarter of the surplus should 
be returned to the people who earned 
it through broad tax cuts. 
Trade: Bush wants to expand free 
trade within the northern hemi- 
sphere, negotiate other regional and 
bilateral market-opening agree- 
ments, support the entry of China 
and Taiwan into the World Trade 
Organization, launch a new round of 
global trade talks and enforce 
'American laws against unfair trade 
practices. 














Defense: Buchanan desires 
increased military funding and 
wants to avoid military commit- 
ments where "no vital national 
interests are at stake." 
Drugs: Buchanan wants to renew 
America's commitment to the war 
on drugs. 
Education: Buchanan supports 
school vouchers, and desires a con- 
stitutional amendment allowing 
voluntary school prayer. 
Entertainment: "We must detoxify 
our popular culture by ensuring 
that the values for which America 
has always fought remain the cen- 
terpiece of our society," stated 
Buchanan. 
Environment: Buchanan feels 
focus is needed on conservation 
rather than control and regulation. 
Gun control: Buchanan says that 
he will ensure that the Second 
Amendment is not compromised. 
Health care: Buchanan recog- 
nizes a need for healthcare reform 
but does not support socialized 
medicine. 
Immigration: Buchanan desires to 
reduce the number of illegal as well 
as the number legal immigrants. 
Social Security: Buchanan desires 
a plan that will continue benefits 
for current recipients while slowly 
shifting to a system using personal 
retirement accounts. 
Trade: Buchanan disapproves of 
the United States' involvement in 
the WTO and desires to impose tar- 
iffs on foreign imports. 
Web site: 
http://www.buchananreform.com/ 
All Information was taken from 
the official web site for each candi- 
date, compiled by Rob Barnett and 
John Adam Wickliffe 
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Apathy remains a problem among college voters 
ROB BARN ETT 
managiing editor 
"If you don't turn on politics, 
politics will turn on you." This is 
the political slogan used by presi- 
dential candidate Ralph Nader in 
an effort to bring disenfranchised 
voters to the polls. 
This year approximately two- 
thirds of college students across 
the country will elect not to vote. 
On average, 45 to 50 percent of eli- 
gible voters turn out for presiden- 
tial elections. For college-age vot- 
ers, the turnout is significantly 
lower. Clemson political science 
professors Dr. William Lasser and 
Dr. Dave Woodard both agree that 
student voter apathy is a mainstay 
of the U.S. political arena. 
"To some extent, non-voting 
among students is a rational 
behavior," stated Lasser. "We have 
relatively good times. For most 
students, their economic prospects 
look pretty good. It is not immedi- 
ately clear that voting is going to 
make a difference in a young per- 
son's daily life." 
Woodard added, "They [student 
voters] have less of a stake of what 
is going to be happening. They 
don't realize that 40 percent of 
their money goes to government, 
and they don't realize exactly how 
critical some of these elections are 
for their future." 
Many factors determine a per- 
son's willingness to vote, explained 
Lasser. For younger voters, the 
issues being addressed by the can- 
didates are partly to blame. The 
most discussed issues rarely spark 
interests in college age-voters. 
"For typical students the issues 
driving the campaign are not par- 
ticularly relevant. Social security 
may be important, but it is an 
awfully long way away. 
Prescription drugs for seniors are 
just not going to drive students out 
to vote," stated Lasser. 
Many of the most prominent 
issues appeal to older voters. A 
majority of political advertise- 
ments target Americans that are 
50 and older. This is because older 
citizens are more likely to vote 
than their younger voters. 
"The postwar babies will vote; 
they have a lot at stake," said 
Woodard. "The millennium gener- 
ation would get a lot more atten- 
tion from the campaign if they 
voted more. If younger people 
aren't voting, they [politicians] 
aren't going to be so devoted to 
them or caring about what they 
think." 
The types of issues being 
addressed were not the only rea- 
son keeping students from the 
election booth. Many students on 
campus did not register in time to 
vote in this year's election, and 
some did not feel like going 
through the process of getting an 
absentee ballot. Some students 
seemed to be fed up with the 
whole political process and viewed 
a ballot boycott as an act of 
protest. 
"I am registered, but I think the 
two major candidates are the same 
person. If the two candidates were 
kicked out, it might be more inter- 
esting. As it stands, it is not worth 
my time," said sophomore Kevin 
McLaughlin. "There is a lack of 
real choice. By choosing between 
the lesser of two evils, you still end 
up with evil." 
McLaughlin's concern about 
the lack of real difference between 
the primary presidential candi- 
dates has been a heated issue for 
several third party candidates. 
Both Nader and Buchanan feel that 
the Republicans and Democrats 
have become virtually indistin- 
guishable on the major issues. 
"The great secret of American 
politics is that the two parties 
aren't that far apart from each 
other," stated Lasser. "They are in a 
lot of ways closer together than 
they would like you to believe." 
Woodard also acknowledged 
the similarities between the two 
main parties, but praised the orga- 
nizations for their contribution to 
U.S. stability. He dismissed third 
parties and said a vote for Nader or 
Buchanan was a wasted vote. 
"The way you win presidential 
elections is through electoral votes. 
It is all or nothing in every state. 
This has helped us maintain our 
two-party system. If you go vote 
for Buchanan or Nader, you are 
wasting your vote because they are 
not going to win a single state 
unless you just want to protest," 
said Woodard. 
A protest vote, as described by 
Woodard, for one of the third party 
candidates reflects a general dis- 
content with Gore and Bush. Many 
students are not excited by either 
of the main party candidates. 
"After watching the presiden- 
tial debate, it's hard for me to 
believe that either one of them is 
going to excite someone that isn't 
already interested in politics," said 
Lasser. "Now, McCain in the spring 
seemed to speak to students with a 
message that someone wanted to 
hear. It was a reform message and 
it came from somebody with a lot 
of seriousness. He was talking 
about ideals, sacrifice, service and 
reform but with impeccable con- 
servative credentials as a war hero. 
On this campus particularly, I saw 
him exciting students." 
Despite dissatisfaction and a 
lack of interests in the major presi- 
dential issues, not all students are 
protesting the -election. Many 
Clemson students have decided to 
cast their ballots in the Nov. 7 elec- 
tion. Lasser even felt that turnout 
among Clemson students would 
be higher than the national aver- 
age. 
"I would expect that we would 
have a higher turnout among 
Clemson students than a lot of 
campuses," stated Lasser. "Part of 
the students' conservative social 
background is the idea that voting 
is a responsibility - a duty." 
Tim Fuchs, a sophomore major- 
ing in psychology, said he was tak- 
ing the election very seriously. He 
even said he made sure all his 
friends were voting. 
"I can't imagine living in a 
democracy and not standing up 
for what you believe in," said 
Fuchs. "I have the opportunity to 
vote, so I am going to do what I can 
to elect a candidate that will 
match my interests as close as pos- 
sible." 
Woodard and Lasser both said 
they felt there were ample reasons 
for students to vote in this election. 
Both felt that local elections would 
have the most noticeable impact 
on students' daily lives. But they 
also felt policies set by the presi- 
dent would have long lasting 
effects on the lives of younger vot- 
ers. 
"The top main reason for voting 
is because it can kill you. You are 
still draft eligible. You can end up 
dying for your country. That is 
why I got involved in politics - I 
was going to go to South Vietnam. 
You would be surprised how inter- 
esting politics might become 
when you realize you might die for 
your government," said Woodard. 
"It also has the capacity to take 
your money - a lot of your money." 
Lasser added, "In my opinion 
the most important issue in the 
long term is that the next presi- 
dent is likely to give three, possibly 
four, appointments to the Supreme 
Court. The court is critically bal- 
anced five to four on a lot of issues 
that affect peoples daily lives. The 
people put on the court in the next 
couple of years will remain on the 
court for the next 30 years. They 
will shape the legal landscape on 
issues like abortion, school prayer 
and freedom of speech." 
It is hard to know exactly how 
the choice of a presidential candi- 
date will affect the future of the 
U.S. Either candidate will have to 
work with Congress in order to 
achieve anything. In closing, 
Woodard reminded students that 
it was a close race and encouraged 
them to vote on Nov. 7. 
"Do you want to be able to gripe 
about politics? Well get out and 
vote," said Woodard. 
Student political groups encourage voter awareness 
MOLLIE FERRIGAN 
staff writer 
In a time when many young 
adults are politically apathetic, 
some Clemson students are break- 
ing the mold. The College 
Republicans, College Democrats 
and the student Green Party mem- 
bers are all sticking firmly to their 
ideals and rallying support for 
presidential candidates locally. 
None of these organizational 
members will have a problem 
deciding at the polls, but what 
about the rest of the population on 
campus? Students may not be as 
informed as they would like to be 
before casting their votes this elec- 
tion year. 
There are just a few weeks 
before Nov. 7, and everyone has 
been hard at work posting fliers 
and setting up booths. 
Cal Stephens, chairman, and BJ. 
Boling, vice chairman, of the 
College Republicans meet every 
Tuesday night in Brackett Hall 
with fellow members to discuss 
current events and plan activities. 
"The club serves to bring speakers 
and political figures to students. 
We hope to have Lindsey Graham, 
Speaker of the House David 
Wilkins and Lt. Governor Bob 
Peeler," said Stephens. 
The group tends to support 
these and other Republican candi- 
dates when they run for office. "If 
Lindsey Graham's office calls me 
and says we need some College 
Republicans to come out and help 
us answer phones one day, then we 
bring this up at the meetings and 
usually find that there is a lot of 
support," said Stephens. So much 
support, in fact, that the group 
boasts a regular amount of mem- 
bers close to 180, a number that far 
exceeds other student political par- 
ties. 
Stephens often receives email 
from students who are interested 
in joining, but are curious about 
what is expected of them. "That's a 
big misconception, I think. There's 
no requirement for membership. 
You don't have to know anything 
about politics outside of the fact 
that you want to find out what 
Republicans are all about," he said. 
Traditionally, Republicans 
believe in lowering taxes, creating a 
smaller government and main- 
taining strong family values, 
which are all issues presidential 
candidate George W Bush and his 
running mate, Dick Cheney, 
uphold. Although he has an 
approximate 20-point lead in 
South Carolina, the group is not sit- 
ting still It plans to take a trip to 
Jacksonville, Fla. "This year Florida 
is a real key state in the upcoming 
election and this is sort of through 
the Bush campaign, itself. It has 25 
electoral votes, which is pretty big," 
said Boling. Other plans include 55 
students taking a bus trip through- 
out the state right before the elec- 
tion. 
"What we as College 
Republicans offer is the heart of a 
good political system. It's grassroot 
politics, I mean, we are the general 
work force of campaigns," said 
Boling. 
As vice chairman and state 
youth coordinator for the Bush 
campaign, Boling just recently 
traveled to Greensboro, N.C, to sit 
on stage with nine other college 
students and George W Bush, who 
spoke to a nationally televised 
audience. He felt that this was just 
one of many opportunities that the 
organization has given him. Both 
he and Stephens have worked at 
various political headquarters. "If 
you are looking for something 
more, you can get a job out of the 
College Republicans at the snap of 
a finger," said Boling. In the mean- 
time, Stephens and Boling foresee 
that the College Republicans will 
still be going strong after a presi- 
dent is elected. They may just meet 
less often, but there are always 
other elections and candidates to 
consider. 
Other organizations are primar- 
ily interested in becoming recog- 
nized by the University. Chairman 
Russell Ott of the College 
Democrats has been building his 
group from the ground up. During 
Organizations Day, Ott discovered 
that the College Republicans had a 
booth, but the Democrats were no 
where to be found. "I'm a minor in 
political science and I wanted to 
get involved more extensively," said 
Ott. He and other student 
Democrats have also shown a 
strong sense of loyalty toward their 
political candidates. The group's 
tactics to inform students have 
been to set up voter registration 
booths and hold meetings on 
Sunday nights in Brackett Hall. "I 
think that there is a large group of 
Democrats [on campus] that aren't 
spoken for and we want to give 
them a voice," said Ott. 
"Iknow that it is a cliche, but we 
are the future for our country and 
I'm happy just getting people 
involved," he said. 
So far his efforts, along with 
members Eric Senn, Adrian 
Jacobson, Nick Carlson and David 
Walker have garnered a 30-mem- 
ber base, which has been growing. 
Despite smaller numbers, they still 
manage to travel and offer candi- 
dates support. Just recently Rep. 
Chuck Allen spoke to the elderly 
on Medicaid in Pendleton. "We put 
together signs and were there to 
support Rep. Allen," said Ott. Gov. 
Hodges also found time to attend 
the gathering. 
The student Democrats will 
soon be heading to Fort Mill, S.C, to 
rally support for presidential can- 
didate Al Gore and running mate, 
Joe Lieberman, in another trip. Ott 
contends that Gore is reaching out 
to those who are undecided in the 
state. "I like [his] politics right now. 
He has a tax platform geared 
towards helping the middle to 
lower-income families and educa- 
tion, which is important for every- 
one," he said. 
Ott works closely with the 
Anderson Democratic Party 
Headquarters when they need sup- 
port, too. He recalled one of the 
biggest moments during his 
activism. "I was able to ride in the 
motorcade when President Clinton 
came to Columbia for a fundraiser." 
In between big elections Ott 
may have a harder time drawing 
interest, just like any other student 
political organization. "I know that 
it is easier to be more involved 
when you have a hot campaign 
like this going, but there is some 
type of election every two years. 
We try to do things in the commu- 
nity such as fundraising and 
bringing speakers [to campus]," he 
said. 
On a similar small front, rough- 
ly 35 student Green Party members 
toil to spread word about 
Independent presidential candi- 
date Ralph Nader. Many students 
may know more about Republican 
or Democratic platforms, out may 
not know Nader's platform. A 
Princeton University and Harvard 
Law school graduate, Nader has 
been a consumer advocate for the 
last four decades and has consis- 
tently fought large corporations. 
He was first noticed in 1965 with 
his best-selling book Unsafe at Any 
Speed, which exposed unsafe cars 
such as General Motor's Corvair. In 
general, Nader is known for his 
integrity as a challenger. 
Now a Green Party supporter 
and co-chairman of the Clemson 
chapter, Jennifer Zeitler is a perfect 
example of someone who had 
never heard of Nader. "I just 
watched him speak a couple of 
times on C-Span, and I then went 
and checked out the Green Party 
website," she said. 
Zeitler had never been involved 
in politics and never anticipated 
becoming involved, but once she 
knew that there was a candidate 
who embodied her beliefs, she was 
inspired. As a new student at 
Clemson, she began to see things 
that she did not like. "All of a sud- 
den here comes Ralph Nader out of 
the blue, and he's talking about all 
these things that I had been seeing. 
He was saying [they] aren't right 
and we need to fix them," she said. 
Zeitler agreed. 
Although a third party candi- 
date, Nader's goal is to earn at least 
five percent of the electoral vote in 
order to receive $13 million in basic 
campaign finances and to be guar- 
anteed a place on the next presi- 
dential ballot. Currently, any third 
party supporters have to petition to 
get candidates put on state ballots. 
In South Carolina, Nader is under 
the United Citizens Party because 
it has fallen apart in recent years, 
and it would have been too much 
work to petition for a Green Party 
slot before November. 
Shelby Mood, Green Party 
member co-chairman, became 
active because he is particularly 
interested in protecting the envi- 
ronment, something Nader strong- 
ly advocates. "I got interested in the 
Green Party when I found out that 
Gore was running [for the 
Democratic Party]," he said. 
Mood feels that the Democrats 
have abandoned their liberal roots. 
"I just feel that there isn't much of a 
difference between the two major 
parties," he said. 
There are not many Green Party 
candidates on any political level, 
though. In fact, the only major 
drive the members have is for 
Nader and his running mate, 
Winona LaDuke, program director 
of Honor the Earth Fund. Zeigler 
and Mood are also passing out 
information and holding booths. 
Mood and Zeigler do not necessari- 
ly know what the Green Party 
members on campus will do after 
the election, though. "I'll be gone 
from Clemson by the time the next 
election comes around," said Mood. 
Although voter registration has 
passed, there is still time to find out 
more information about all of the 
political parties. To learn about the 
different parties mentioned here 
visit: http://www.portraitof amer- 
ica.com , http://www.clem- 
son.edu/democrat or 
http://www.votenader.org. 
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Dept. of Env. Engineering and Science earns ranking 
► US News and World 
Report says it is number 17. 
ANNA VAUGHN 
staff writer 
U.S. News and World Report has 
ranked the environmental engi- 
neering and science department of 
Clemson 17th out of over 300 sim- 
ilar departments in the country. 
Department Chair Alan 
Elzerman is thrilled to once again 
be ranked in the top 20. This is a 
special honor because few other 
departments can compare with 
the environmental engineering 
and science department's track 
record. The department has main- 
tained a top 20 ranking for over 20 
years, rising from number 18 last 
year to 17. 
Since the department was cre- 
ated, it has grown from offering 
masters and doctorate degrees in 
water and wastewater engineering 
to include environmental chem- 
istry and radiochemistry environ- 
mental process engineering, envi- 
ronmental fate and transport 
nuclear environmental studies, 
and environmental waste man- 
agement. 
The department consists of 
approximately 80 graduate stu- 
dents, 12 faculty members, five 
research associates and eight sup- 
port staff. Their classes and labs 
are held at the Clemson Research 
Park in Anderson in the Linvil G. 
Rich Research Laboratory. 
"We have a very diverse student 
base and a diverse faculty. The stu- 
dents and faculty come from dif- 
ferent fields of study, but mainly 
engineering and sciences," said 
Elzerman. 
The diversity of the faculty and 
students allows for the depart- 
ment to explore a wide range of 
studies. Unlike most environmen- 
tal engineering and science 
departments that have two or 
three faculty members, Clemson 
employs 12 faculty members to 
cover every aspect of the field. 
Another factor in allowing for 
broad research is the laboratory 
itself that is solely occupied by the 
department. Built in 1991, the 
Linvil G. Rich Laboratory is a 
42,000 square foot building which 
houses offices, classrooms, teach- 
ing and research laboratories, a 
seminar room, a conference room 
and a machine shop. The state-of- 
the-art laboratories allow for high- 
ly specialized and unique research. 
Also, the machine shop is capable 
of manufacturing a wide range of 
specialized research equipment. 
According to Dr. Cindy Lee, an 
associate professor in the depart- 
ment of environmental engineer- 
T000 MOBSCHHAUSER/sufl photographer 
TUBE TIME: Here, Bob Martin conducts some research. The department, which offers masters and doctorate 
degrees, is 17th in the nation according to the popular magazine. It has been in the top twenty since 1980. 
ing and sciences, "With the ability 
to succeed in the job market after 
obtaining a bachelor's degree, the 
ranking is necessary to give the 
department the name recognition 
to recruit the best students who 
are interested in graduate school." 
Because of this recognition and 
the high number of applicants, the 
department is enabled to be more 
selective in their choice of appli- 
cants. 
THE HONOR SOCIETY OF 
PHI KAPPA PHI 
WELCOMES OUT NEWEST MEMBERS 
Katherine E. Avant 
Rita K. Bolt 
Matthew R. Branham 
Bethani L. Brown 
Caroline D. Brown 
Bobbie Brown Buchan 
Virginia Madison Butler 
Christopher Joseph Ching 
Jeffrey R. DiMaio 
Thomas Michael Haire 
Courtney Paige Hartle 
Mary K. Hester 
Timothy Brent Iredale 
Daniel James Jacob 
Clay Jenkins 
Holly Hanse Jenkins 
Sandra D. Jones 
Victoria Kirsch 
Karen Diane Lacey 
Samuel Dale Little II 
Sara Louise Lofton 
Reyburn Williams Lominack 
Ashley M. Long 
Lee Leary Lovett 
Angela Rae Manning 
Terri M. Manning 
Valerie E. Martin 
Lawrence G. Miller, Jr. 
Gina Pries 
Katherine J. Pringle 
John W. Pugh 
Natalie A. Rabalais 
Jeffrey M. Rae 
Lindsay M. Rohas 
Jason C. Rudbeck 
Paul Glenn Schubert 
Jessica Cary Shelton 
Hayley N. Shilling 
Andrew B. Smith 
Christine Smith 
Erin Anna Smith 
Dayton Katherine Stout 
Megan Elizabeth Thompson 
Elizabeth Laine Walters 
Lindsay L. Whiteside 
Jill Marie Wilkinson 
Lois Brooke Williams 
Jennifer Zeitler 
Phi Kappa Phi is the oldest and largest collegiate honor society that inducts persons from all academic 
fields. Juniors who are inducted must be in the top 5% of their class and seniors who are inducted are in 
the top 10% of their class. Clemson's chapter was founded in 1938. 
"The ranking obviously helps 
us with recruiting the best stu- 
dents and faculty The department 
is only as good as its students and 
faculty. It also helps our reputa- 
tion. We benefit from the advisors 
at various colleges who recom- 
mend Clemson, based on our repu- 
tation, to prospective graduate stu- 
dents," said Elzerman. 
By the time the graduates are 
through with their degree in envi- 
ronmental engineering and sci- 
ence from Clemson, many 
employers are on their heels. 
According to Elzerman, "Many 
employers want our students 
because they have a solid knowl- 
edge and understanding of both 
engineering and science, enabling 
them to deal with a wide range of 
problems." 
Many of the post-graduates = 
enter into consulting, teaching or 
working for the Environmental 
Protection   Agency   or   Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission. 
The department is proud of its 
contributions, to help accomplish 
President Barker's goals of excel- 
lence in teaching and increased 
research sponsorship. Not only are 
they excelling in teaching at the 
graduate level, but they are also 
helping to increase research sup- 
port. Because the department 
depends on research funding, the 
consistent top 20 ranking and rep- 
utation facilitate the attention 
needed for financial support. 
The department was also high- 
ly ranked by other sources. The 
Gourman Report, a highly respect- 
ed rating journal of graduate and 
professional programs in America, 
ranked the Clemson department 
at 10th. Clemson consistently 
ranks among schools such as 
Cornell University, Stanford 
University and Johns Hopkins 
University. 
"The ranking is not as impor- 
tant to me as the work we put into 
making our department excel and 
the results we see," said Elzerman. 
"My main concern is that we 
maintain the recruitment of the 
best faculty and graduate stu- 
dents." 
If you have something 
WORTH SAYING, then SAY 
IT. And we might just pay 
you for it If anyone has any 
information regarding the 
theft of 7,000 Tiger newspa- 
pers last Friday, please call us 
at 656-2150, or call CUPD at 
656-2222. The Tiger is offer- 
ing ja minimum 
reward for confidential infor- 
mation that leads to the con- 
viction of the guilty party. 
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PAPERS FROM PAGE 1 
rowdy." Guarcello said it looked like 
the back of the truck was full of 
Tigers. 
"It almost looked like they recog- 
nized my car, too," said Guarcello 
when he passed the truck. 
When he returned to campus 
twenty minutes later, the police had 
arrived.Guarcello told them what 
had happened to him. 
Tm pretty sure it was a random 
thing," he said. "All of my friends 
are too lazy to do something like 
that. I'm pretty sure it was nobody I 
knew." 
Caston was not aware of the fact 
that the papers were missing until 
12:45 that afternoon, when he was 
notified by Editorial Editor Will 
Brown. 
After his 2:30 class, Caston met 
with Assistant Director of Student 
Affairs Mandy Hays and Dean of 
Students Joy Smith, who advised 
him to talk to the Univeristy police. 
Caston met later that afternoon 
with Lt. Steve McGuffin, the investi- 
gator for the case. 
"I told him what 1 knew, who I 
might suspect, which could be any- 
body, and that's when he told me 
about the papers in the Jeep," said 
Caston. 
McGuffin told Caston he would 
contact Guarcello after the week- 
end was over. 
Staff members circulated cam- 
pus to assess the losses, and it was 
determined that about 7,000 papers 
were missing. No papers were miss- 
ing from residence halls, said 
Caston, at least none that the staff 
could determine. 
Caston said the 1,000 papers 
Guarcello had thrown out were 
cleaned up by landscaping employ- 
ees. 
The Tiger staff contacted Seneca's 
Daily Messenger and asked if an 
emergency reprinting could be 
arranged. Two thousand copies of 
The Tiger were printed that night 
and distributed in key areas around 
ALCOHOL FROM PAGE 1 
others. He spoke to over 100,000 stu- 
dents in the state of Florida alone. 
"I was allowed to go speak to 
community members about my 
experience, in hope that other young 
people could learn from my mis- 
take," he said. 
Released in 1996, Sterner has 
begun to put his life back together. 
After a short break, he has begun 
speaking again nationwide about 
the dangers of impaired driving 
and poor decision-making. 
"I think a lot of colleges are real- 
izing that they've ignored this 
issue for a while," he said. "But it 
hasn't become any less important. 
Many students are still drinking 
and driving." 
While the issue of impaired 
driving is hardly new, it is one that 
is resurfacing as a basic issue on 
campus. 
While short in length, Sterner 
stated that he believes he has a 
powerful message to convey to 
everyone. 
"A lot of people are moved to 
tears during the presentation. And 
that's good," he said. "I want them 
to feel sad about it. But that's not" 
enough. I want them to do some- 
thing about it" 
"I say 'great, you're crying now'," 
said Sterner, '"but are you going to 
remember me and my friends next 
time you're out drinking?'" 
"Life is all about choices, and we 
made the wrong one," he said. "I 
only hope I can help someone else 
make the right one the next time 
they consider drinking and dri- 
ving." 
Innov 
Connection wilhout Question 
Local High-Speed Internet Access 
-Unlimited dial-up Internet access (no long distance charges) 
-Four FREE email addresses 
-3 MB of personal web space 
-56K/V.90 technology 
-Unlimited access to the World Wide Web 
'Unlimited incoming and outgoing mail 
'Unlimited news groups □ no censorship 
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Do you like to rent movies? 
Subscribe to HBO or 
Cinemax and let the 
movies come to you! 
One month of a premium 
channel costs less than 
renting just 2 or 3 movies! 
Call Northland Cable 
Television today! 
882-0002 or 654-7201 
Northland Cable serves the off-campus areas only. 
For on-campus service questions call 
Northstar at 1-800-993-9313. 
campus before the football game on 
Saturday. 
"Since then the only thing I've 
gotten so far is that Lt. McGuffin told 
me he talked to Guarcello, and he 
said he does not think Guarcello had 
anything to do with it," said Caston. 
Guarcello reported the pickup 
truck to McGuffin. 
The   Greenville   News,   The 
Anderson-Independent, The Daily 
Messenger and The State all report- 
ed on the theft in the Saturday 
papers. 
The case is still under investiga- 
tion. 
"I think it's very narrow-minded 
and pathetic that people resort to 
tactics such as this if it is censorship, 
and if it's a prank, then it's a very 
expensive, unamusing prank," said 
Caston. "When we find out who did 
it, they will have to pay the price." 
The senior staff members of The 
Tiger are offering an award of at 
least $100 for any information that 
leads to the conviction of the guilty 
party. Please call The Tiger at 656- 
2150 or CUPD at 656-2222 with any 
information. 
Tfi& Vimim ofStudetilAffairs* 
Txtetuk d Sincere Tkmk ]jm T& 
Tlk Clemsm Ummrsit^ Tarmte! Cmncil 
for Tfieir Many Cwtrihutwm 
'tfm are mme oftfk way& m wfikfi tfiey amtributo: 
miUngpersoml letters-to eaeiaca^tedfimhmntoCbnson 
fasting regional receptions in tfteii' fames for acceptedfiufimen 
working witfi local fugfiscAook to provide mformation about Clemson 
workingall-summer orientations to Mp fast and provide information tofresfaienand parents 
publishing parents' mwsletteis 
assisting tfie Career Center uiprmiding co-ops- and mternskpsfor students- 
fasting "Parents' Weekend- Reception 
estahkfaigandjimduigtfolna^wtwitjm^ 
$ 100,000 to support studentprogranu and activities 
finding or assisting mjundingfor various projects- tfirougfaut campus- to include: 
~ software for tfie Career' Center 
~ emetgency-callpfanes 
~ "Saw Tfie Tigers" alcafidftee programs 
~ Coffee '{fouseSeries of entertainment 
~ student escortpolice mn along withStudent Government 
Tfuwhymi i 
Application and nomination forms 
are now available for: 
Who's Who Among 
Students in American 
Universities and Colleges 
Office of Student Development Services 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
FALL 2000 
Who's Who Criteria 
• Only seniors who will graduate through August 2001 will be 
considered. Transfer students must have completed a minimum 
of 30 credit hours of work at Clemson University. 
• A minimum cumulative grade point ratio of 2.75. 
• Excelling in extracurricular activities. 
• The screening committee will also consider scholarship, leadership, 
citizenship, service to Clemson University, and promise of future 
excellence. 
Nomination forms can be picked-up from and returned to the Office of 
Student Development Services, 707 University Union, 
by October 13,2000. For more information, call 656-0515. 
Applications can be picked-up from and returned to the 
Office of Student Development Services, 707 University Union, 
by October 25,2000. For more information, call 656-0515. 
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Campbell Young Leaders Corps gives honors 
SANDI OWENS 
staff writer 
Volunteering is now not only a 
great way to help others but also a 
great way to pay for a college edu- 
cation. 
Campbell Young Leaders 
Corporation is the nonprofit orga- 
nization responsible for this new 
program. The organization itself 
was founded by and is currently 
funded by Bob and Betsy Campbell, 
residents of Gaffney. 
"They [the Campbells] have this 
notion that young people can, if 
properly motivated, help other 
young   people,"   said    William 
*hP 71 Wf 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to Aramark's Student 
Employees of the 







By the Lake 
Thanks for all 
your hard work!! 
Keep it up!! ARAMARK 
^ 
JTARAMARK 
Tw is now hiring 
Clemson Students! 
Various positions are available 
at Harcombe Dining Hall. 
Seasons by the Lake is hiring 
hosts/hostesses. Various 
positions are available at the 
Hendrix Center Food Court. 
Stop by the Hendrix Center Food 
Court to fill out an application 
TODAY! 
Brown, president of the Campbell 
Young Leaders Corporation. 
"When that happens we start to 
understand the real meanings of 
community." 
The program, in its second year 
of operation, functions by award- 
ing scholarships to college students 
in return for community service. So 
far, 10 students at the University 
and four students at Furman 
University are the first students to 
receive this type of scholarship. 
"The scholarship is a great way 
to get money for college while 
doing something I would have done 
anyway, which is community ser- 
vice," said Jason Friday, a student at 
the University. 
Each student receives $6,000 
per year for the scholarship and, in 
return for the scholarship money, 
students are required to complete 
10 hours of community service 
each week. 
The majority of students spend 
their community service hours 
serving as volunteers at after- 
school programs. They help 
younger children by tutoring them 
in particular subjects and by help- 
ing them with their homework. 
Students at Lakeview Middle 
School and at Sans Souci, 
Monaview and Cone elementary 
schools are the recipients of the col- 
lege students' volunteer work and 
help. 
"The scholarship program helps 
students better understand the dif- 
ficulties faced by disadvantaged 
students in our society, both at 
home and in school," said David 
Shi, Furman University president. 
Scholarship recipients will also 
be working as camp counselors for 
one entire summer. However, they 
will be able to keep the money that 
they earn from summer camp for 
themselves. 
"The program also will teach 
the students the importance of giv- 
ing service to the community," said 
James Gardner, principal of Cone 
Elementary School. "Not all youth 
commit to community service, so I 
think that it is definitely a growing 
experience and enjoyable for the 
college students and the younger 
students." 
"It is a good way to help out in 
the community and feel like you 
are important to somebody," Friday 
said. 
Students will also do some writ- 
ing, which will reflect on their 
thoughts and actions toward the 
volunteer work they will be doing 
over the course of their four years in 
college with this scholarship. 
The writing is important for the 
students because "we want them to 
learn from what they did," Brown 
said. 
Not only will students learn 
more about the importance of vol- 
unteering, but they will also learn 
more about the value of their schol- 
arship concerning their education. 
Campbell Young Leaders 
Corporation is based on the 
premise of "kids helping kids," 
Brown said. 
The Campbells will give the 
young students at Lakeview 
Middle School and Sans Souci, 
Monaview and Cone elementary 
schools the chance to go to summer 
camp without having to pay for it. 
These students will also have the 
opportunity to get involved in dif- 
ferent school programs to improve 
and enrich their educations and 
lives thanks to the Campbells and 
their program. 
"Most of the students partici- 
pate in the extended education pro- 
gram at our school," Gardner said. 
"The program is from 2:45 p.m. 
until 5 p.m. It is a time for the col- 
lege students to tutor and to play 
with the younger students." 
Funding for the college students' 
scholarships, along with the pro- 
grams for elementary and middle 
school children, are two parts of the 
Campbell Young Leaders 
Corporation's purpose and mission. 
Betsy Campbell, a graduate of 
Furman University, and Bob 
Campbell, a University alumnus, 
want to "change the community by 
changing the lives of children." 
"The students can reach out to 
the children at the same time that 
the children are reaching out to the 
students," Gardner said. "I think 
that the college students feel good 
about what they are doing. I also. 
feel like they have become a part of 
our team by. working with other 
teachers, and we welcome them." 
BIKING FROM PAGE 1 
on which many students so often 
illegally ride their bicycles and 
mopeds. 
Lonnie Saxon, Clemson police 
chief, further emphasized, 
"Sidewalks are mostly for pedestri- 
ans, for people walking. Ride on the 
extreme right side, even on the 
highway. You never ride on the side- 
walks, no exceptions. 
"[Students] need to read their 
manual. The statute is on page 146. 
In South Carolina, it tells you where 
it has got to be rode, it can't be rode 
on the sidewalks unless there is a 
bicycle path on the sidewalk. I 
think we've got one behind Sikes 
Hall. You've got to ride them on the 
road and obey the law." 
The law, however, is not the only 
reason why bicycle or moped-rid- 
ing students should stay on the 
streets. According to Saxon, "We 
have had a couple [of] people hit. We 
had one person hit by a little moped 
and it hurt the guy a little bit, and 
we had several almost hit and what 
it did was create a tidbit of problem. 
"[Plus] you've got 17,000 stu- 
dents—just students. Then you've 
got about 4,500 employees, the 
majority being here. We have a 
number of guests. I don't want your 
mom coming here and being run 
over by a bicycle. It's just too dan- 
gerous. We can't have the pedestri- 
ans, mopeds and bicycles mixed, so 
we have to get them off." 
Gemmill thinks a little differ- 
ently, "I was thinking the rules 
should probably be for reckless 
behavior on a bike or moped on the 
sidewalk and that way you can 
have more leeway and police can do 
their job. I'd say just give them 
warnings and just spread the word 
that if you're reckless, you're in 
trouble, rather than ticketing every- 
body out there. I think it's more of a 
case by case basis. I mean, I'm sure 
there has been some jerk while you 
were walking to class that almost 
knocked you over. They should get 
a ticket, but it's different for some- 
body on an empty sidewalk." 
Recently the "sidewalk rule" has 
been the main focus, but Saxon also 
wants to remind students that it is 
not just the sidewalks that many 
students do not know about. The 
state law also requires that "bicycles 
must have a bell or some other type 
of device capable of giving an audi- 
ble signal that can be heard at least 
100 feet away. 
"[Also] bicycles used at night 
must be equipped with a lamp on 
the front that has a white light that 
can be seen at least 500 feet to the 
front and must have a red reflector 
on the rear of the bicycle that can 
be seen from all distances from 50 
to 300 feet to the rear when directly 
in front of the lawful beams of a 
motor vehicle." 
All things considered, Saxon 
believes he and the police force have 
been favorable toward the students. 
He said, "I try to be nice. We've been 
talking about it forever. [But] I think 
I've been exceptionally good to 
everybody. Just get off the sidewalk. 
We're together on this and students 
have to work on this kind of thing. 
Do what you're supposed to do. All 
we're asking is for everyone's coop- 
eration. I'm student oriented, but I 
also have to maintain some kind of 
order." 
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HELFWAHTEP 
Babysitter needed for 
toddler boy. 
Afternoons in my home. 
References, experience 
required. 
Please call Katy at 
 654-7862. 
Several part-time student 
employee positions are now 
open in the University 
Union: Bowling Center 
Mechanics, Tech 
Crew/Building Managers, 
and Computer Center 
Consultant. Applications 
available at the Union Info 
Desk and Hendrix Center 
Help Desk. Some technical, 
mechanical, and trouble- 
shooting experience 
 required.  
Part-Time Maintenance: 
Country Walk, a community 
in Clemson, located 5 min- 
utes from campus, is look- 
ing for an energetic, motivat- 
ed student to do various 
maintenance work on the 
Country Walk grounds. 
Flexible Schedule, 15-20 
hours per week. Please call 
Marty at 654-2211.  
BARTENDERS MAKE $100- 
$250 PER NIGHT! 




SUMMER 2001 PAID 
INTERNSHIP 
EARN OVER $6.000 
GAIN LEADERSHIP & BUSINESS 
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME 
APPLY AT 
WWW.TUITIONPAINTERS.COM 
"DON'T GET A SUMMER JOB... 
RUN YOUR OWN SUMMER 
 BUSINESS!"  
CREDIT PROMOTIONS 
Great job opportunity for 
energetic people,, for major 
credit card promotions. 
Make excellent money work- 
ing part time. Call Tim for 
more details at 
800-572-4438 or e-mail 
TKERSHAW@WCINTL.COM 
FORRENT 
CHECK US OUT: 
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJA- 
CENT CAMPUS, LEASING 
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR 
AT MODERATE RENTS IN 
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVID- 
UAL AND SPECIAL LEASES. 
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET, 
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON 
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN 
 654-5483.  
House. Clemson area. 
3bdrm, 2ba. W/D. 
Available January 1st. 
$705/mo. 
Call Denise @ 654-0099. 
Looking for a male/female 
roommate to share a 
4bed/2bath house near 
campus. Please call Tom, 
Mike, or Kim for more infor- 
mation. $250+util. Avail, 
immediately or for next 
semester. 646-9327. 
FORSALE 
Pure adrenaline rush: '93 
Dodge Stealth-gorgeous 
blue 5-speed 3.0L DOHC 
290hp,  great  torque!   with 
sunroof, 107k miles. Engine 
runs great! $5,500 OBO. 
864-228-9819, leave msg. 
1998 Jeep Wrangler, auto- 
matic, green with tan top 
and interior. One owner, 
female, $16,000 Firm. Call 









1993 Ford Probe. $3,100 
OBO. Blue, AT, Cell Phone, 
AC, FM/AM/CS. Runs well. 
99K. Recently Serviced. 
One owner. 
MUST SELL!! 







Earn a dime for every 




Earn $l,000-$2,000 this 
semester with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com 
three hour fundraising 
..event. No sales required. 
Fundraising dates are filling 
quickly, so call today! 
Contact 
Campusfundraiser.com at 
(888)923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com. 
Early Specials! Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 
5 Days $279! Includes 
Meals, Parties! Awesome 
Beaches, Nightlife! Departs 




Early Spring Break Specials! 
Cancun & Jamaica From 
$389! Air, Hotel, Free 
Meals, Drinks! Award 
Winning Company! Group 




***ACT NOW! GUARANTEE 
WilHiHHH 
Cancun «-S439 Jamaica ** $489 
Mazatlan«»S389 S. Padre «* 
Acapuico«-$499 Florida «*$1 
FREE VIP Passports 
14 FREE Meals 
28 his fRK Parties 
V'A TWA "Mr 
Best Prices      -«►     Best Parties 
Best Airline      ♦     Best Hotels 
www.swaeBteHoress.com 
U^BOO Surls Ull| 
THE BEST SPRING BREAK 
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE, 
CANCUN, JAMAICA, 
BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, 
FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS. 
REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL 
FREE, EARN$$$. GROUP 
DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800 
838-8203/WWW.LEISURE- 
T0URS.COM  
Wanted! Spring Breakers! 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, 
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free 
brochure and ask how you 
can Organize a small group 
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free & 
Earn Cash! 
Call 1-888-777-4642 
or e-mail sales@suncoast- 
 vacations.com 
Spring Break! Deluxe 
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free 
>i    >i    >i    >t 
*V   *tf   *V   "V   *V 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida, 
Barbados, Bahamas and Padre. 
Now Hiring Campus Raps $$$$. 
Earn 2 Free Trips on only IS sales) 
Free Meals & Drinks..,. tfiA&t 
Book by Nov. 2nd. 
Call for FREE 
info puck or vist us on-line 
sunsplashtours.com 
1-800-426-7710 
jFjpVwl       00KHt       0jKFw       j0tP& 
Food, Drinks, and Parties! 
Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan & 
Florida. Travel Free and 
Earn Cash! Do it on the 
Web! Go to 
StudentCity.com 
or call 
800-293-1443 for info. 
#1 SPRING BREAK 2001 
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida & 
S. Padre 
Reliable TWA flights. 
Best 
prices & Biggest parties. 
Book by Oct. 15 & receive 
FREE 14 meals & 
28 hrs. of parties! 
1-800-SURFS-UP 
www.studentexpress.com 
ilMJIAJl* ..H Jif.«. »*!*»' 
)T»»«4-»tar8l,S00l. 
( Panama City FL •MSI BEACH 
.TRIPS 
[ South Padre TX )pHJP 
tote^aMabj»Apri.»oi 





The Nation's Premier Environmental Career 
Conference Coming to Atlanta! 
2000 NaUmal EMimmdal Cmm Cmfmm 
Georgia International Convention Center 
October 27-28, 2000 
ncludes: 
Two days of educational sessions 
Career Fair with over 50 organizations 
/ beitim a gioufi and hkctM bxpMiei! 
Call (617)422-0021 orvisitwww.eco.org 
for more information and to register! 
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Ardley turns in record performance as defense stymies the Terrapin attack 
► The junior is the first 
Tiger since Brian Dawkins 
to record three picks. 
Louis GARMENMA 
 sports editor   
Clemson's defense got a big sur- 
prise Saturday when Maryland 
came out throwing the ball. But 
cornerback Alex Ardley didn't 
mind. He merely took advantage of 
the situation and intercepted three 
passes during the Tigers' 35-14 win. 
"I've been waiting for a long 
time," Ardley said. "It seems like at 
the beginning of the year teams 
were looking away from me. They 
tried to come at me today and I just' 
had to be ready." 
Ardley's three interceptions tied 
a school record held by three others. 
Safety Brian Dawkins, now with the 
Philadelphia Eagles, was the last 
Tiger to accomplish the feat when 
Clemson played Duke in 1995. 
"They've played great defensive 
football here for a long time, so, to 
me, that says a lot about him," coach 
Tommy Bowden said of Ardley. 
"They went after him a couple of 
times and he's a really talented 
player. He made some big plays 
tonight." 
Ardley struck first at the 5:44 
mark. Maryland's Calvin McCall 
tried to complete a quick slant on 
third-and-five, but Ardley read the 
play perfectly and returned the 
interception 32 yards to the 
Maryland 23. A late-hit penalty 
tacked on a few more yards to the 
play and put the Tigers in prime 
scoring position. Travis Zachery 
took advantage of the excellent 
field position two plays later and 
scored the game's first touchdown 
on a short run. 
The cornerback then hit a bump 
in the road at the end of the quarter 
when he allowed a 54-yard comple- 
tion to Moises Cruz. Ardley went for 
the interception on the deep pass 
but came up inches short. 
"I gambled and tried to get the 
ball," he said. "You see everybody in 
the NFL, they get burned every day. 
The best ones get burned. You just 
have to let it go and come out and 
play your game." 
The attitude was a far cry from 
his freshman season, which was 
full of ups and downs. Ardley led 
the team in passes broken up, but 
was beaten often by the league's 
veteran receivers. 
The low point was a 48-0 drub- 
bing at Florida State that came 
courtesy of Peter Warrick and com- 
pany. 
"When we came to Tallahassee, 
that was some trouble," said Ardley. 
"My first year Twan [current Green 
Bay Packer Antwan Edwards] was 
here and they tried me [often]. Early 
in my career, I would hang my 
head. That's the worst thing to do." 
The two additional years of 
experience have now paid off and 
Ardley was determined not to get 
beat mentally. 
"I learned from my mistakes to 
just let it go," he said. "I just came to 
the sideline and said 'Let it go, let it 
go.' I didn't think about it anymore 
after that." 
The junior showed his maturity 
throughout the game by breaking 
up numerous passes. He then came 
up big with two second-half inter- 
ceptions. 
With three minutes to go in the 
third quarter, Ardley grabbed an 
errant pass by McCall and returned 
it 29 yards. He then proved too 
savvy for Maryland's trickery at the 
beginning of the fourth quarter as 
he picked off a halfback pass 
attempt by Jordan. 
The     interception     on     the 
PALACE 
RESTAURANT 
Authentic Indian Cuisine 
864-271-8875 
59 Liberty Lane at 
S. Pleasantburg Drive 
in Greenville 
Indian food is 
11ST when 
cooked fresh to 
order! Not when 
it is SHTTIMG 
warm! 
COUPON 
i Free appetizer 




Low Student Airfares to 
E 
""tai/ the Airlh 
Surf the Net! 
Then Call US for the 
Lowest Fare!! 
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL 
654-6125 
DAVID KAUVsenior staff 
SWITCHIN' SIDES: Alex Ardley returns one of his three interceptions against Maryland on Saturday. 
happens in the heat of the moment 
in this game and we're just moving 
right along. 
"He's responded well, and he 
responded well today with three 
interceptions." 
Clemson three-yard line essentially 
closed the door on any hopes of a 
Terrapin comeback. 
Ardley's effort came two weeks 
after getting into a confrontation 
with defensive coordinator Reggie 
Herring, who disciplined his corner- 
back. But Ardley's performance 
made everyone forget about the 
shouting match at Duke. 
"That's over," said Herring of the 
incident. "That's something that 
r^r 
RETIREMENT     INSURANCE     MUTUAL FUNDS     TRUST SERVICES     TUITION FINANCING 
t's a simple calculation: 
TIAA-CREF's low expenses 
mean more money 
working for you. |fe 
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a 
fund can equa I better performance. 
How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us. 
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so 
you can see for yourself that no matter what your 
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF 
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28% 
to 0.34%.' 





For decades, we've been committed to low expei 
superior customer service and strong performance. 
up and you'll find that selecting your I 
reitrefrte'nt provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CFcif. 
fm:%
: lip*' 
Total accumulations after 20 yc; 
of S50.000 and hypothetical 
and principal value of invest! 
vary. The chart above is preset 
and does not reflect actual perfc 
results, of any TIAA-CREF acci 
i initial investment 
of 89b. Total returns 
tuate, and yield may 
ative purposes only 
predict future 
fleet taxes. 
Ensuring the future 




for more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully 
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly 2.1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is 
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distrib- 
utes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities.»Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable 
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and 
annuities • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FD1C insured, may lose value and are 
not bank guaranteed. ©2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03  
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DUNKED: Major Kevin Mangan of the Army ROTCgoes in the moat surrounding the 
football practicefields after losing a bet he made with the football team: if the Tigers 
were undefeatedby this time in the season he would be thrown in. The Tigers are 




FROM BACK PAGE 
the level exhibited in the first 
games of the season, we will be able 
to compete with teams such as 
Georgia Tech who have had a hock- 
ey team for 27 years," states goalie 
Eric Dusel. 
"We have lots of good talent this 
season." 
In a world of sports where ath- 
letes are often overpaid and over- 
hyped, many find it good to see a 
game such as catch on with stu- 
dent athletes, that does not pay its 
professionals overwhelming sums 
of money (in sports dollars, that is). 
Many of these athletes do not only 
come from the North but around 
the country. 
"I have been surprised at the 
amount of kids from down south 
that play hockey," Dusel comment- 
ed. "I expected that it would all be 
kids from out of state, but that is 
not the case." 
The team is coached by 
Clemson graduate Alex Tourkin 
from Moscow, Russia. It is Tourkin 
that has organized this team and 
guided them to two wins to start 
off the season. The Tigers though 
have some tough games upcoming 
while they go on an extended road 
trip. This weekend they travel 
down to Georgia to take on the 
Georgia Junior team and Georgia 
Tech on Saturday. The following 
weekend they hit the road for the 
sunshine state with games against 
Central Florida and South Florida. 
These games as you can imagine 
are not merely down the street. 
"We usually just rent a few vans 
and drive ourselves to the away 
games," said Dave Metcalfe who 
plays both forward and defense for 
Clemson. "The drives sometimes 
last over nine hours." 
The team does have plenty of 
games at their home ice at the 
Pavilion Rink in Greenville in early 
November. To find the exact dates 
and times of the games surf your 
.way over to the CU Hockey web 
site, which is updated frequently 
throughout the season. If interested 
in seeing statistics, standings, the 
schedule and other information the 
address is, 
www.clemson.edu/~cuhocky. The 
word "hocky" is not misspelled; the 
"e" has been dropped for an undis- 
closed reason. 
So as the days get shorter and 
the weather gets cooler enjoy the 
hard hitting, action-packed excite- 
ment of a true winter sport such as 
ice hockey. It just may tickle a fancy 
this holiday season. 
Put some power behind your ideas. At MIT 
Lincoln Laboratory, your research and ideas will 
be transferred directly into the development of 
leading edge, real-world applications, includ- 
ing air defense, space surveillance, communi- 
cations and air traffic control systems. 
If you're looking for a way to power up your 
career, please forward a cover 
letter and scannable resume to: 
resume@ll.mft.edu 
Fax:(781)981-2011; 
,   or mail to: Human Resources, 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory, 
CNOO, 244 Wood Street, 
Lexington, MA 02420- 
9108. M/F/D/V. 
An Equal Opportunity 
Employer, 
US Citizenship is 
required. 
Please visit our website or Career 
Services for time, location and date of 
our informational session and date of 
interviews for Fall 2000 
If you are pursuing a degree in: 




maybe you have the power to succeed at: 
LINCOLN LABORATORY 
MASSACHUSEITSINSTrrurEOFTECHNOlJOGY 
www. //. m i t . e d u 
ALISON KEMPER 
Daily Collegian (Perm State U) 
Pennsylvania State University 
starting quarterback Rashard 
Casey will have to wait at least 
another week to find out if he will 
be indicted on assault charges that 
he struck an off-duty police officer. 
The Hudson County, N.J., grand 
jury has been hearing testimony 
every Tuesday afternoon for the 
past three weeks and was expected 
to make a decision Tuesday 
Because more witnesses need to 
testify, the proceedings were con- 
tinued to next Tuesday, Hudson 
County First Assistant District 
Attorney Terry Hull said Tuesday 
evening. 
The decision could also be fur- 
ther delayed because some of the 
grand jurors have missed days. 
When a juror is absent, a transcript 
of the day's testimony must be 
ordered and read before the grand 
jury votes, Hull said. 
I p YOI I'VF COT WHAT |X TAICF^     ft- ft..        ML.. %w^ %*-/       ▼    ftw     ^fc**Jp ^*w^  JL        ▼    ▼   ft.  li\ ft      Jft,  .ft,        .ML..Jt  TLft^G^ftL* **J* 
TO BE A LEADER IN OURCOMPANY, 
-       ^ p.   Yoi JR OFFIC^F 
Few people ^H^^^lvilt ever set foot in an office like this. But then 
few people have what it takes to be a Marine Officer. Officer 
Candidates School (OCS) is the first step towards preparing you 
for a future beyond anything you could imagine. 
At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to become a Marine 
Officer. Invaluable training that could lead to an exciting career in 
aviation. If you got what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you could 
MMj-m  m, j, m si^rt   get an off'ce w'th a spectacular view. 
The Few. The Proud. 
MARINE 
Contact Capt. Brian Mateja at 1 -800-270-9874 ext 12 and then 15 to find out about Marine Corps pilots and 
aircraft that will be on campus Oct. 24th and 25th. If you want to take the ride of your life, 
give him a call or find him on campus. 
Testimonies continue in Penn 
State quarterback's assault case 
Unlike the Pennsylvania court 
system, under New Jersey law an 
accused person is not indicted until 
he goes before a grand jury. A 
majority rule of the 23 grand jurors 
decides if the accused person 
should be held over for trial in a 
superior court or if the case should 
be sent to a lower municipal court. 
The jury can also vote a "no-bill," 
which would end the case. 
Dennis McAlevy, Casey's attor- 
ney, could not be reached for com- 
ment Tuesday. 
Football coach Joe Paterno 
expressed support for Casey during 
his press conference Tuesday after- 
noon. 
"I really honestly believe that he 
didn't do it," Paterno said. "I may be 
proven wrong. I wasn't an eyewit- 
ness or anything like that, but I 
think he didn't do it. Period." 
Paterno would not say how the 
grand jury's decision could affect 
his decision to play Casey. 
"I don't like to get into specula- 
tion. Who knows what they are 
going to say," he said. "I have a lot of 
other things on my mind." 
A media teleconference with 
Casey scheduled _ for noon 
Wednesday was cancelled Tuesday. 
Penn State Sports Information 
Director Jeff Nelson said Paterno 
discussed the teleconference with 
him and decided to cancel it. 
Nelson would not say whether 
or not the cancellation had any 
connection to the grand jury hear- 
ing or the reason why the coach 
decided to cancel it. 
However, during a Penn State 
Media Day press conference in 
August, Paterno said that as long as 
the questions were football related, 
the media's access to Casey would 
not be restricted. 
Casey and a high school team- 
mate, Desmond Miller, were arrest- 
ed last spring for allegedly assault- 
ing an off-duty Hoboken, N.J., 
police officer, Patrick Fitzsimmons, 
outside a nightclub in the early 
morning hours of May 14. The Penn 
State starting quarterback pleaded 
not guilty at his arraignment May 
15 and was released on $5,000 bail. 
Another high school teammate, 
Syracuse football player Keeon 
Walker, who was present at the 
incident, was not charged. 
Casey and Miller are charged 
with striking Fitzsimmons. The 34- 
year-old police officer suffered 
facial and head injuries. On June 29, 
Fitzsimmons also filed a civil suit 
against Casey, seeking an unspeci- 
fied amount of money. 
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over half of the production. 
Zachery racked up a career-high 
151 yards on 29 carries and added 
two touchdowns. 
With his first touchdown of the 
game, Zachery broke the school 
record for career touchdowns with 
33. Zachery credited the line for 
opening huge holes and added, 
"The record means a lot to me. 
When I first came to Clemson it 
was a goal, today to do it, it feels 
good." 
Head Coach Tommy Bowden 
was happy for the success that 
Zachery has enjoyed so far in his 
career. 
"I think it says a lot about Travis 
coming from where he did, sus- 
pended from the first game [last 
season] and having an uphill bat- 
tle," he said. I think that says a lot 
about his character and his ability 
to work himself into a frame of a 
team concept." 
Rod Gardner followed his best 
performance of the season last 
a COOL place, to cat.' I V \ , 
Rockhopp 
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For where two or three are gathered together in my 
there I am in the midst of them. —Matthew 18:20 
A new Bible study group 
geared toward graduate 
students and single 
professionals. 
Every Thursday @ 7:00pm 
First Baptist Church, Clemson 
397 College Avenue 
(a short walk past downtown Clemson) 
654-2347 
week with another stellar effort. 
The senior receiver caught five 
passes for 148 yards, returned three 
kickoffs for eight yards and took 
one handoff for three yards. The 
total of 231 all-purpose yards was 
the most by a Clemson player since 
Tony Home had 267 against 
Florida State in 1997. 
"He is making some big plays at 
key times," said offensive coordina- 
tor Rich Rodriguez, "and he's going 
to have to do that." 
Woodrow Dantzler continued 
his solid play by contributing 87 
yards on the ground and passing 
for 186 yards on 10 for 19 throwing. 
Dantzler fell short on his now 
accustomed 300 yards of total 
offense and admitted that the team 
was not hitting on all cylinders. 
"We knew we weren't playing 
the way we knew we could play," he 
said. "We knew we made too many 
mistakes out there, playing flat." 
On the defensive side of the ball, 
the Tigers were able to halt many of 
the Terrapin drives with intercep- 
tions. 
All three picks were hauled in 
by defensive back Alex Ardley, 
which tied a Clemson record. 
Clemson capitalized on the 
turnovers in a huge way, scoring 
touchdowns after each of Ardley's 
interceptions. 
The defense spent the whole 
game attacking quarterback Calvin 
McCall and also neutralizing run- 
ning back Lamont Jordan. Jordan 
entered the year as a potential 
Heisman candidate after a big sea- 
son last year that included success 
against the Tiger defense in College 
Park. 
Jordan was limited to 71 yards 
on 15 carries while the pressure got 
to McCall who completed just eight 
of 21 pass attempts. 
After the game, Bowden had 
mixed feelings about the team's per- 
formance in the game. "A lot of peo- 
ple could be happy with that," he 
said. "Maybe we want too much." 
The Tigers are off to their best 
start since 1981, the national cham- 
pionship season, and is^one of only 
five remaining undefea'ted teams in 
the country. 
With each victory the expecta- 
tions are increasing and the realiza- 
tion that Clemson has a legitimate 
shot at a national championship is 
coming into focus. 
The pressure on the team to per- 
form at the highest level must be 
very draining but Bernard 
Rambert feels the team can cope 
with the excitement. 
"We just want to take it week by 
week, it is pretty hard with this 
hype, but we have a lot of guys with 
level heads," he said 
Clemson hits the road tomor- 
row against the North Carolina Tar 
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* Student Discount Tickets!* 
Available At information Desks 
University union & 
Hendrix center 
**•**•**•*••*••*•••••••••*•*•••••• 
Try All The Winning Varieties! 
€» HOT POCKETS* 
«* LEAN POCKETS8 
€* CROISSANT POCKETS8 
€» TOASTER BREAKS* 
m HOT POCKETS'brand PIZZA MINI'S 
MFG. COUPON [EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 2000"1 
Save 50 
HOT POCKETS* LEAN POCKETS*, 
CROISSANT POCKETS^i-dsyws-irtte. 
HOT POCKETS**™, PIZZA MINI'S®, or 
TOASTER BREAKS* Bnnd Md* „, PU« 
'* coupon goodoMy on purcheee a product indicated. Any other use cor, 
SBUW fraud COUPON MOT TRANSFERABLE. UMTT: ONE COUPON PER 
PUBCHASE. ■» the rtaarr CM America Ml rramcuta you tor the face 
value of Mi coupon plus ge it juemeed In compaance with Ihe terms adhis 
ogitJWri only « redeemed oy camtouttn a our nwumuac or anyone 
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Cavaliers snatch win from men's soccer team 
► Tigers are unable to hang 
onto lead versus Virginia 
but rebound at Davidson. 
PATRICK SHULTZ 
 staff writer  
A classic match-up that 
promised to produce a competitive 
contest did not disappoint, as both 
squads combined intense physical 
play with savvy finesse, keeping 
the crowd on edge for the entire 
game as they anxiously awaited the 
next bone-crunching tackle- or 
beautiful advance towards goal. 
The anticipation did not cease 
until the final whistle blew and the 
Virginia Cavaliers had stolen a vic- 
tory away from the Clemson Tigers 
3-2, erasing a 2-1 Clemson lead late 
in the second half. 
"This loss really hurts us," said 
forward Fabio Tambosi. "I think 
that we played very well as a team 
and we played our game from the 
opening whistle, but unfortunately 
they found a way to win. This was 
another learning experience and 
we will just grow from [it]." 
After 10 minutes of constant 
pressure from the Cavaliers to start 
the game, the Tigers opened the 
scoring with a brilliant goal off of a 
quick counterattack. Tambosi 
received a ball from Mark Lisi and 
took a deceivingly quick shot from 
twenty yards out that curved 
sharply into the upper left corner 
of the net past the helpless goal- 
keeper. 
"It was definitely the best goal I 
have ever scored in my life and I feel 
fortunate to have scored it at Riggs 
Field," said Tambosi. The sopho- 
more now has a team-leading 12 
goals and 28 points onthe season. 
Virginia responded 15 minutes 
later, tying the contest at one apiece 
when Ryan Gibbs scored on a break 
away, placing the ball past a diving 
Doug Warren. 
Despite losing the lead, Clemson 
remained poised and continued to 
WAKE FROM BACK PAGE 
for a 2-0 lead. 
Browne added her second goal 
late off another assist from 
Arrington to make the final score 
3-0. The Clemson defense proved to 
be a stonewall and carried the team 
until the offense finally broke 
through. 
"This same team just toyed with 
us last year because we didn't 
defend well,' said Leone. "But I 
think we've really grown with 
experience and learned how to play 
defense as individuals and as a 
group hard enough and smart 
enough." 
The team got a bad break when 
senior Nancy Augustiniak went 
down in the second half with a 
knee injury. 
"She got kicked in the leg," said 
Leone. "I think it's just a bruise." 
As the regular season winds 
down, Leone is satisfied with the 
team's progress. 
"I think it's starting to come 
together," he said. "They're improv- 
ing every day." 
The team has just two games in 
the next two weeks and will look to 
be in peak physical condition 
heading into this year's ACC 
Tournament. The Lady Tigers will 
be looking to improve on last year's 
Final Eight finish. 
"We've gotta get a bit more con- 
ditioned right now," said Leone. 
"We've had to take too many breaks 
because the games have been so 
hard. Hopefully we'll be able to get 
a little more game-fit for the final 
stretch run here. Now we only have 
a game on Sunday and another 
game next week, so we should be 
able to get some good conditioning 
in." 
"That will be the final piece to 
the puzzle, to be able to go with 
your best 11 all the way." 
The Lady Tigers head to NC 
dictate the pace of the game in the 
first half. Mike Potempa controlled 
the defense, redirecting any 
Cavalier threats with his head and 
gritty physical play, while his assist 
set up the second goal for the Tigers. 
The senior sent a long ball over the 
Virginia defense, where a hustling 
Ian Fuller ran onto the ball and 
passed it across the penalty box to a 
wide open Eric Lewis, who calmly 
shot it into the back of the net. 
The Tigers took a 2-1 advantage 
into the second half, looking to 
push their winning streak to three 
straight over Virginia. 
"I thought going into the second 
half that we were confident with 
what we had done so far," said 
Potempa. "We felt as though they 
never really had, any chances up 
until they scored their second goal 
with 17 minutes left." 
That backbreaking goal was the 
result of a defensive lapse that 
allowed Virginia's Alecko 
Eskandarian to score off a cross 
into the box. 
Ryan Trout assisted on the goal 
after winning the ball in Clemson's 
defensive half. 
"We made a mistake in the back, 
and they capitalized on it. When 
you play an ACC team, you can't 
afford to make any mistakes 
because they are good enough to 
punish you," said Potempa. 
Virginia finished the rally four 
minutes later when Kenny Arena 
headed the ball into the back of the 
net off of a free kick just outside the 
penalty box. He made a back post 
run and was left unmarked by the 
Clemson defense. 
In all, the two teams combined 
for 46 fouls, and Potempa was 
issued a red card with less than a 
minute to play for tackling a 
Cavalier from behind with intent 
to stop his break away. 
The match between the two 
national powerhouses and ACC 
rivals improved the eighth-ranked 
State on Sunday for their final ACC 
clash. Clemson is currently tied at 
the top of the conference with 
Duke, which is the only team to 
defeat Leone's squad this season. 
With a share of the conference title 
at his fingertips, the coach said his 
only focus right now is the 
W o 1 f p a c k . 
"We've just gotta take care of busi- 
ness against NC State because 
they're good," he said. "Someone 
told me they were better than 
Duke." 
Tracey Leone returns 
Co-Head Coach Tracey Leone, 
who left to coach the U.S. Under-16 
Women's Youth National Team, is 
back in Clemson and helping 
coach the program she has helped 
start. 
"It's in a little dead period right 
now," she said of her new job. "I 
don't go back until the end of 
Thanksgiving, but it's great to be 
back to come to practice and help 
out. I'm very happy to be back." 
She has been with the squad 
since Oct. 1, when she stopped in 
Richmond to witness Clemson's 
win over the Spiders. Leone is 
thrilled with the success of this 
year's team even though she has not 
been able to be there for every 
game. 
The highlight of the season for 
Leone was the 2-1 win over peren- 
nial power North Carolina, where 
she attended college. 
"The North Carolina win was 
awesome," she said. "I was crying 
almost uncontrollably for two rea- 
sons. One, because I was so happy 
because the players deserve it and 
the staff deserves it and it was a 
long time coming. But also because 
I was so sad that I missed it. It's on 
my mind even to this day, but with 
or without me, it doesn't matter. 
"It's a players game and they did 
it. It was just an awesome thing to 
hear." 
Cavaliers to 9-3-1 (4-0) and 
dropped the ninth-ranked Tigers to 
8-3-1 (1-3). All three of Clemson's 
losses have come against ACC 
opponents. 
The team bounced back on 
Wednesday night and notched a 3- 
2 win at Davidson, a team that 
defeated the Clemson last year. 
Senior Mark Lisi led the way with 
two goals and an assist to improve 
the Tigers to 9-3-1. 
The first half was an exciting 
shootout that saw every Clemson 
scored matched by a Wildcat goal. 
The teams were deadlocked at two 
until the 65:04 mark. Lisi took a free 
kick from 25 yards out and curved 
the ball perfectly around a wall of 
Davidson defenders and past goal- 
keeper Soren Johnson. The Tiger 
defense held the rest of the way. 
Clemson will look to improve 
their conference record this 
Saturday as they travel to Wake 
Forest to take on the Demon 
Deacons. 
FANTABULOUS: Clemson's Fabio Tambiosi looks to send a cross to his 
Tiger teammates during Sunday's 3-2 loss to Virginia. 
DAY 




You can make a difference right here in the tri-county area 
by helping to restock local food pantries for winter 
Here's How: 
Bring canned goods, breakfast cereals, dried beans, pasta, rice, peanut butter, 
powder milk, flour, sugar, potatoes, and holiday food: stuffing and com muffin 
mix, cranberry sauce, and canned yams, pumpkin and any personal hygiene 
items such as toothpaste, soap, shampoo or household cleaners to one of the 
following drop off locations around Clemson from Saturday, October 14th 
through Saturday, October 28th. 
Drop Off Locations: 
Bi-Lo, Winn Dixie, Ingles, Clemson City Planning Office Downtown, Explorers 
Pub, Trustee House on Clemson Campus, and Student Book Store and 
Supply Center, Clemson House, Overtime/Backstreets, Esso Club, The Union 
Loggia, Tiger Town Tavern or any of the on campus Residence Halls lobby 
areas. 
Who Will Benefit? 
Clemson Community Care, Helping Hands of Clemson, Collins Children's 
Home, Aid Upstate, Clemson Presbyterian Food Pantry, Tribble Center, 
WORTHouse, Golden Corner Ministries, Oconee Crisis Center, Anderson 
Interfaith Ministries, Good Neighbor Cupboard, United Christian Ministry, 
Haven of Rest, Salvation Army, and Our Daily Bread Soup Kitchen 
This event organized by: 
Clemson University Tigers Who Care, 
in partnership with A Ipha Phi Omega, 
and Central Spirit 
**** 
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Road trip unforgiving for volleyball team 
► Lady Tigers come up 
empty against Georgia Tech 
and Florida State. 
RICK LOVEDAY 
 staff writer  
The Clemson Lady Tiger volley- 
ball team continued its season long 
road trip last weekend, facing off 
against the Georgia Tech Yellow 
Jackets and the Florida State 
Seminoles. The squad hoped to 
improve its record with two road 
victories before returning home to 
play four of their next five games. 
The Lady Tigers traveled to 
Atlanta to face Georgia Tech in the 
first game of the week. Clemson 
came up short against the second- 
ranked Yellow Jackets. Georgia 
Tech easily won the match, over- 
powering the Tigers in three games 
(15-7,15-5,15-6). The Tigers fell to 8- 
11 overall and 3-4 in the Atlantic 
Coast Conference as the Yellow 
Jackets improved to 15-4 overall 
and 6-1 in conference play. 
Clemson was led offensively by 
Kiki Dallao with 14 kills. Meredith 
Kirtland tallied 11 digs and Melissa 
Kudelka handed out 32 assists in 
one of the squads' lowest offensive 
outputs of the season. 
Hoping to rebound from the dis- 
appointing loss at Georgia Tech, the 
Lady Tigers headed a little further 
south to face the Seminoles in 
Tallahassee. Clemson appeared 
rejuvenated in the first game, keep- 
ing the score close. The Seminoles 
then stepped up and overpowered 
the Tigers to win the second game 
before dropping the third game en 
route to winning the match (15-13, 
15-6, 13-15, 15-8). The Seminoles 
improved their record to 15-8 over- 
all and 3-5 in the ACC The loss 
dropped Clemson's record to 8-12 
overall and 3-5 in conference play, 
leaving the squad in a tie with 
Florida State. 
"We have been playing really 
hard. Georgia Tech and Florida 
State were two very hard teams to 
play on the road," said Coach Jolene 
Hoover. "The team did a really good 
job while having so many changes 
in personnel with the injuries we 
have had." 
Leading the Tigers offensively 
were Jodi Steffes, who led the squad 
with 15 kills, and Kudelka, who 
dished out 37 assists. Jackie 
Dalleska and Lindsey Fuller tallied 
11 kills apiece. Dallao added a team- 
high 10 digs. Pacing the offense, 
Tami BySura added a season-high 
four service aces. 
After their strenuous road 
schedule over the last two weeks, 
the Tigers finally return to the 
sanctuary of Jervey Gymnasium 
this week. 
"We have finished the first 
round of ACC play, six of our next 
eight ACC matches are at home, so 
we start over now," Coach Hoover 
commented. 
The squad will face Duke 
tonight at 7 p.m. and Wake Forest 
on Saturday at 6 p.m. As always, all 
admission to Tiger home volleyball 
games is free. 
Fourth-ranked golf team continues to roll 
STAFF REPORTS 
The Clemson golf team set 
numerous individual and team 
records in winning its fourth 
straight Jerry Pate Intercollegiate 
. golf tournament on Tuesday. Led 
by seniors Lucas Glover and John 
Engler, the Tigers fired a final 
round 268 to edge Georgia by two 
shots. It was the lowest team round 
in Clemson golf history and the 
825 team score for the 54 holes was 
also a school mark. 
It was the fourth straight year 
that Glover and Engler played on 
the championship team of the 
Jerry Pate Intercollegiate. The first 
time in history that Clemson has 
won the same event four years in a 
row and obviously the first time 
two players played on a tournament 
championship team for four 
straight years. 
Both Glover and Engler bettered 
the previous Clemson 54-hole tour- 
nament record. 
Glover, a native of Greenville, 
shot a 66 on Tuesday and finished 
at 201 12-under-par, good enough 
for second place behind medalist 
Bryce Molder of Georgia Tech, who 
was at 196. He had rounds of 68-67- 
66 and became the first Clemson 
golfer in history to post three 
rounds at 68 or better in the same 
tournament. 
Engler shot a 64 on Tuesday, tied 
for the second lowest round in 
Clemson history and lowest by any 
Tiger since Engler had a 64 at the 
Jerry Pate last year. Engler, who 
had seven birdies and no bogeys on 
Tuesday, finished third in the event 
with a 202 score. Both Glover and 
Engler broke the existing individ- 
ual 54-hole record of 205 by 
Charles Warren at the 1998 ACC 
Tournament. 
Also contributing to the 268 
team score on Tuesday were fresh- 
man Gregg Jones and sophomore 
Ben Duncan. Both fired rounds of 
69, meaning that all four of 
Clemson's rounds that counted 
were in the 60s. It was the second 
straight day that this has been the 
case, the first time in Clemson his- 
tory the Tigers have done that in 
the same event. 
Georgia Tech, who had the lead 
after two rounds, shot a 282 team 
score on Tuesday, 14 shots higher 
than Clemson. The Yellow Jackets 
finished a 835, 10 shots off of 
Clemson's pace. 
"We came out strong from the 
very beginning," said senior John 
Engler. "We were four-under-par as 
a team after the first hole and we 
never looked back." 
Two Clemson counters actually 
combined to play the last two holes 
four over par, so the Tigers could 




We offer lower international long distance 
rates than AT&T or Sprint! 
Germany:   So.ia/min. 
Australia:   $o.i2/min. 
New Zealand:   $o.i6/min. 
Denmark:   So.i7/min. 
Dominican Republic:   So-34/min. 
Chile:   $o.35/min. 
AND MANY MORE*... 
Stop by our office in the Hendrix Center for 
more information! 
Telecommunications 
Hendrtx   Student   Center 
F i r »t   Floor 
B  OO   em  thru  4:30   pm 
(864)  656-2550 
IV r :i i o i- <*?,- i <■ m > o n   e >l u 
TigerTel Domestic Long Distance 
• Plan li $X)9/min.j no surcharge/activation fee 
• Plan 2: $.07/min.*; $5.95 monthly fee 
• Plan 3: 500 tain, pet month**, $25.00 
.Above rates art- for US Domestic calls, in and out-ofetate. 
* All calls 8:00 am-5:00 pm Monday-Friday are $.09/min. 
** All calls over 500 minutes are S.09/min. 
TigerTel has no hidden or additional Charges! 
Other providers charge more than their advertised rates 
for in-state calls,  they also add taxes, surcharges, 
activation fees, PICC and USF charges. 
The New Breed 
This week we got together, 
the class I came in with in '97, 
and took a photo. We called it 
the New Breed. When the new 
strength coaching staff came in 
we came in with them. We're a 
close knit group. The recruiting 
class of 1997, we were considered 
one of the top recruiting classes 
in a while, since Refrigerator 
Perry, and we wanted to live up 
to that. When we came in we 
said when we finally become 
seniors, we're gonna take over. So 
far, we've been continuing to 
work hard and it's becoming 
true. 
Saturday's game 
This is going to be a pivotal 
game this week. The last time we 
went up there, we were driving 
to win and I think we fumbled in 
the end zone. It was real bitter. 
They have some fans that like to 
taunt you and throw things at 
you and spit at you. This is prob- 
ably the biggest game this school 
has played in in the past 20 years. 
So we want to go out there and 
put ori a good show and get back 
to dominating to where we just 
put people away early instead of 
playing it close and then putting 
them away. We're still happy 
with our wins, but we want to go 
back to our old form and just 
wipe them out. 
Containing Curry 
He's a great athlete who can. 
beat you by himself. On a lot of 
plays you see they're broken 
plays where he breaks con- 
tain, meaning he gets out- 
side the defensive ends, 
and he can beat you run- 
ning or throwing the ball. 
He's just like 
Woodrow, so we 
kind of see % 
him in prac- 
tice every 
day in Woodrow. That helps us a 
lot. But he's a great athlete and if 
we don't contain him, he's gonna 
beat us. So we're going to go up 
there and try to put a lot of pres- 
sure on him. 
What's the best thing about 
being a Clemson football 
player? 
Right now it feels good for 
one that it was Homecoming 
this past weekend and a lot of 
former players were here. They 
were so proud of what we're 
doing. That's one thing you want 
to do is that when they pass the 
torch onto you, you don't want to 
let it down. You always want to 
be the class that keeps it going. 
So when 1 pass the torch on to 
someone else's class they keep it 
up and when 1 come back for 
Homecoming I make sure every- 
thing is going good. That's one of 
the things that's really a good 
feeling. 
When you're walking around 
town and people know who you 
are, you go to the grocery store 
and sign autographs for all the 
little kids, running down The 
Hill, and then the camaradarie 
you have with your teammates. 
Now we're gonna find out 
what kind of camaradarie we 
have because my birthday is 
coming up next Thursday. Alex 
Ardley, he's gonna have my back 
when my birthday comes up 
and keep everybody off me. I'm a 
senior and I'm a little too old for 
everybody to be jumping on me. 
So I told them we're going to 
have to slow it on down. But 
if anybody wants to bring 
some gifts to me, just bring 
it on by Jervey. I'm accept- 
ing money or anything 
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Tigers look to keep hope alive against Tar Heels 
► Clemson will try to main- 
tain its dominance in 
Chapel Hill. 
CHRISTOPHER KISCO 
 staff writer  
Clemson faces a very tough 
North Carolina team and a stingy 
Tar Heel defense when the Tigers 
travel to Chapel Hill this Saturday 
for a 5:30 p.m. showdown on ESPN2. 
Clemson leads the all time series 
30-17, but the Tar Heels have won 
three of the last four meetings, 
including two in a row in Chapel 
Hill. This football series has been 
very competitive with the last three 
games decided by an average of 8.3 
points per game. 
North Carolina has struggled 
with consistency this season with a 
3-3 overall record (1-3 ACC). 
Impressive wins over Wake Forest 
and Marshall early in the season 
have been blunted by blowout loss- 
es to Florida State and NC State and 
the failure to hold a late lead in a 
loss to Georgia Tech. 
Despite North Carolina's recent 
woes, Clemson is not looking past 
this game. Each week as the Tigers 
continue to extend their winning 
streak, the X painted on the team's 
back grows. This week's game will 
be no different, with the Tar Heels 
facing a must win game to keep 
their season alive. 
"Just as was the case with 
Maryland, I told our team that the 
North Carolina team that they see 
on film is not going to be the same 
team that will show up on Saturday. 
The team that they see on film was 
not playing the number three team 
in the country. We will see their 'A' 
game and we will just have to wait 
to see if our team can respond to 
that," said Head Coach Tommy 
Bowden. Although the Tar Heel 
defense has surrendered over 30 
points per game, Bowden is cautious 
not to take preparation for this 
opponent lightly. "They are very 
impressive physically and they are 
very talented. They have four really 
good pass rushers up front, but their 
linebackers also bring a lot of pres- 
sure. Because they have more than 
one guy that can bring pressure 
they make it very difficult from an 
offensive design standpoint," said 
Bowden. 
The North Carolina defense is 
led by sophomore defensive end 
Julius Peppers, who has already 
recorded 12 sacks in his brief career. 
Peppers leads a defense that ranks 
third in the ACC in total defense 
and leads the conference in sacks 
with 30 in six games. 
Quarterback Ronald Curry 
returned from injury this season to 
lead the Tar Heel offense. Curry is 
currently the nation's 21st ranked 
passer and has faced the Tigers two 
previous times in his career, strug- 
gling in both games. In two games, 
Curry is a combined 12-19 for 162 
yards with zero touchdowns and 
four interceptions. He has 18 rushes 
for 70 yards in the two games. 
Curry has shown enormous 
promise his first two seasons, yet his 
progress has been stalled because of 
injuries. The North Carolina quar- 
terback set several school records in 
the Tar Heels' 42-28 loss to Georgia 
Tech. In that game, Curry complet- 
ed 17 of 31 passes for 388 yards and 
three touchdowns. His rushing abil- 
ity and strong passing arm draw 
comparisons to Clemson's quarter- 
back Woodrow Dantzler. 
"He is every bit as quick, if not 
quicker, than Woody Dantzler," said 
Bowden. "He is taller than Woody, 
so he has a better sight line when he 
is throwing the ball. With his speed, 
quickness and athleticism, our rush 
lanes are going to have to be very 
disciplined. Those intangibles 
demand respect and we really have 
to be aware of where he is at all 
times. Dantzler has played two 
games versus North Carolina in his 
career, struggling significantly in 
his first game two seasons ago and 
leading the Tigers to a come from 
behind victory last season. 
Two years ago, Dantzler started 
his first game of the season versus 
North Carolina and struggled 
mightily. He gained only 26 yards of 
offense through three quarters and 
was benched early in the fourth 
quarter. North Carolina eventually 
won the game 21-14. 
SEE YA: Woody Dantzler takes off on 
last year against the Tar Heels. 
Last season, Dantzler entered the 
game versus North Carolina -follow- 
ing an injury to starter Brandon 
Streeter. In a game that showed 
Dantzler's potential, the current 
Heisman hopeful led Clemson to all 
31 of its points in a 31-20 
Homecoming victory. 
Dantzler threw a 49-yard touch- 
down pass to Rod Gardner and 
raced 56 yards for a score to ice the 
DAVID KAUtf-cnior -i.il I 
his game-winningtouchdown run 
game with 8:35 left in the fourth 
quarter. 
The "No Knocks on Woody" 
campaign makes a scheduled 
appearance in Chapel Hill this 
Saturday and with five weeks until 
election day in downtown New 
York, Dantzler is given a golden 
opportunity to impress the unde- 
cided voters and showcase his abili- 
ties in an important ACC road test. 
SAE takes intramural flag football championship in all-fraternity final 
► Late third down comple- 
tion changes momentum 
and seals winfor the Lions. 
STEVE GUERRY 
 staff writer  
Monday night saw the intra- 
mural flag football season conclude 
with the SAE Lions defeating LXA 
25-13 in the championship game. 
The game was an unlikely 
matchup as both teams had to pull 
off upsets to reach the final game of 
the tournament. SAE upset top 
ranked Pika Gold en route to the 
final, while LXA defeated second- 
ranked Beer and the defending 
champions, Delta Chi, to reach the 
championship. 
The game was played in front of 
a large crowd and was close 
throughout. SAE got on the board 
first when quarterback Rob 
Calhoun scored on an eight-yard 
scramble. After the SAE defense 
came up with a stop, it came up 
with a big 40 yard pass from 
Calhoun to Matt Miller. Calhoun 
then hit lineman Ryan Alford to 
make the score 12-0. 
"Their lineman caught most of 
their passes. We had trouble guard- 
ing them off of the line," said LXA 
captain Jeff Pearson. 
LXA was finally able to answer 
on its next drive when Jeff Pearson 
hooked up with Taylor Sacha on 
fourth down for a 20-yard touch- 
down that made the score 12-7. SAE 
was able to answer the score by dri- 
ving down the field with its short 
passing game, and Calhoun con- 
nected with lineman Tony Lajoe for 
a 25-yard touchdown. The half time 
score was SAE 19, LXA 7. 
LXA came out playing much 
better defense in the second half. 
Defensive lineman Dallas Wood 
was able to force Calhoun into some 
bad throws and slow down the SAE 
offense. The offense was also doing 
its   part.    ^ 
P^sl    INTRAMURALREP0RT5 
drive,   it 
ball was on the 10-yard line, and 
Calhoun ran in another touchdown 
on the next play to make the score 
25-13. 
"I think that third down conver- 
sion was the biggest play of the 
game. They had all of the momen- 




was able to move the ball down- 
field, and Pearson ran for a 15-yard 
touchdown. It had cut the lead to 
one touchdown, 19-13. 
SAE struggled on its ensuing 
drive, but the team managed to 
come up with some key third down 
conversions. It faced third down 
and long, thanks to another sack by 
LXAs Wood, but got the first down 
on a long pass play to Alford. The 
sealed the victory," said Calhoun. 
LXA still had three minutes to 
try and mount a comeback, and it 
was able to get the ball to about the 
20-yard line on a long pass. The 
final drive ended on the next play 
when Miller intercepted his second 
pass of the game near the goal line. 
With only a minute and a half left, 
SAE was able to run out the clock 
and hang on to the victory. 
"The last interception sealed the 
victory. We knew that pretty much 
ended the game. SAE is a solid 
team," said LXA's Pearson. 
Scoring Summary 
First Half 
SAE - Calhoun eight-yard run 
(extra point failed) 6-0 
SAE - Alford five-yard reception 
from Calhoun (extra point failed) 
12-0 
LXA - Pearson 20-yard pass to 
Sacha (conversion good) 7-12 
SAE - Lajoe 25-yard reception 
from Calhoun (conversion good) 
19-7 
Second Half 
LXA - Pearson 15-yard run (con- 
version failed) 13-19 
SAE - Calhoun 10-yard run 
(conversion failed) 25-13. 
FROMTHEPRESSBOX 
Just let me watch the game without the sob story 
I have a confession to make. It 
has been 27 days since I have 
watched SportsCenter, and I 
have a stack of five unread Sports 
Illustrated and two ESPN: The 
Magazine littering my dorm 
room floor. Even worse is that I 
cannot remember the last time I 
watched a televised sporting 
event from start to finish. 
My problem developed last 
semester. I was cramming for an 
organic chemistry exam while 
watching basketball. The com- 
mentators were distracting me 
with their ranti- 
ng about how 
great so and so 
was or what a 
fine job coach 
whatever was 
doing. Their 
remarks were too 
opinionated, too 
biased and too 
fake for my taste, 
so I mashed the mute button. The 
quiet atmosphere was refreshing. 
I was able to get my work done 
and know exactly what was 
going on with the game. I even 
watched the second half of the 
college basketball National 
Championship with the corner of 
my television set displaying in 
green the words "Mute." Since 
then, I have slowly ceased tuning 
in to televised sports for the fol- 
lowing reasons. 
Like many of you, I too tried to 
watch the Olympic Games. And 
like many of you, my attempt 
was frivolous. Whenever I would 
free up some time to watch the 









before I saw 
a single 
event. 
Besides, the profiles were overly 
dramatic. They would have inspi- 
rational music playing in the 




some sad story while jogging 
across the screen. 
I do not watch sports to get in 
touch with my feelings. I watch 
sports for the sport. 
Sometimes I feel like I'm 
watching a talk show instead of 
an athletic event. All the hype 
and gossip is just too much. I 
remember two Wimbledons ago 
when the media was scrambling 
to discover who'Alexandra 
Stevenson's father was. The 
proud papa was later revealed to 
be none other than basketball 
great Julius Erving. I did not care 
who her daddy was. I really did 
not care who she was; she just got 
lucky she advanced as far as she 
did at the Grand Slam. I was 
interested in tennis, good tennis, 
not some newcomer's missing 
genetic link. I did not appreciate 
how television exploited 
Stevenson's private life. 
It is no surprise that sports rat- 
ings are at an all time low. Just 
look at the Major League.Baseball 
playoffs, both Fox and NBC are 
reporting a 27 percent drop in 
viewership from last year. My 
guess is that there was a lot of 
channel surfing going on since 
most of these games were tele- 
vised in primetime. I know it was 
tough deciding whether to watch 
the season premier of Friends or 
baseball. Monica and Chandler 
did not strike out. 
Having the games on three 
different networks further com- 
plicated viewing. All of the 
games ran way too long. I proba- 
bly slept more than I watched. 
Even the players on the field 
looked disinterested. How long 
does it take to throw a ball any- 
way? Why does the pitcher feel 
the need to walk down the 
mound, only to have to walk 
right back up? There are definite 
ways to shorten the lengths of 
these games. Maybe it's just me, 
but were games not shorter when 
I was younger? 
So what does this late night 
entertainment mean for all those 
little kids whose parents would- 
n't let them stay up to watch the 
game? It spells disaster. Networks 
are cutting their own throats by 
alienating their future fan base. 
Ratings will have nowhere to go 
but down. After all, I have found 
that it is easier to get the 411 off 
the internet than wait on a sports 
cable show to give you the final 
box. 
Hopefully competition from 
Internet sites will force television 
to rethink how it broadcast 
sports. Or maybe it is the 
Internet's fault that television 
sports are on the decline. 
Hopefully the networks are going 
through an experimental stage in 
which they are trying out stupid 
ways to keep their viewers atten- 
tion. I hope they get these prob- 
lems worked but soon. I'm not 
going to the Clemson-UNC foot- 
ball game this weekend, so I will 
have to watch it on television. If 
anything can pull me through 
televised sports, maybe it is my 
devotion to the Tigers. 
Holli Armstrong is a junior majoring 
in biological sciences. E-mail com- 
ments to sports@tiger.clemson.edu. 
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 Volleyball  
vs. Duke, tonight 7 p.m. 
at. UNC, tomorrow, 5:30 p.m. 
Cross Country: 
Clemson Classic, tommorrow, a.m. 
Men's Soccer 
vs. Furman, Wednesday, 7 p.m. 
KICKED 









The first seven opponents on 
Clemson's schedule are a com- 
bined 15-24 this season. The 
remaining four opponents on 
Clemson's schedule are 19-7." 
With the hardest part of the 
schedule on the horizon for the 
Tigers, head coach Tommy 
Bowden is looking for players to 
step up on the offensive side of the 
ball, relieving the burden on the 
shoulder's of Woodrow Dantzler, 
Rod Gardner, and Travis Zachery. 
Dantzler is the teams leading 
rusher with 874 yards, while 
Zachery is second with 662 yards. 
This pair has combined for over 70 
percent of the team's rushing yards 
and with 22 touchdowns the two 
players have scored more than 80 
percent of the touchdowns. 
Opponents in the season's final 
four games will undoubtedly 
make an effort to contain both 
Zachery and Dantzler, so other 
players must rise to the occasion 
and balance the load. 
In the receiving corps, few play- 
ers have contributed besides 
Gardner and Zachery. After a slug- 
gish start to the season, Bowden 
and offensive coordinator Rich 
Rodriquez challenged Gardner to 
reassert himself as a team leader 
and Dandler's go to man. 
The last two weeks Gardner has 
responded. In the victory over NC 
State, Gardner caught 10 passes for 
137 yards. Against Maryland, 
Gardner made impressive five 
catches for 148 yards. 
"Rod really has stepped up his 
play in the last two games. Early in 
the season he was not making the 
plays he made last year, but now he 
is," said Bowden. 
To go along with his 151 yards 
on the ground, Zachery caught 3 
passes against the Terrapins. 
Besides Gardner and Zachery, no 
other Clemson receiver caught 
more than one pass against 
Maryland. 
This is alarming because 
aggressive defenses like North 
Carolina, South Carolina and 
Florida State can double team 
Gardner to nullify his effectiveness 
as well as taking away the running 
ability of both Dantzler and 
Zachery will sufficient pressure on 
the defensive line. 
These opponents will make 
Clemson utilize different weapons 
to win the game and those 
weapons need to begin to assert 
themselves. 
One player who will have an 
immediate opportunity to make 
his impact felt is wide receiver 
Kevin Youngblood, who will start 
at wide receiver Saturday. The 6- 
foot-4 Youngblood has been occa- 
sionally spectacular as a reserve 
this season, but his playing time 
has been limited because of a lack 
of consistency. 
His presence in the starting 
lineup would add a second deep 
threat to the Tiger's offense. 
Establishing an increased num- 
ber of receivers and running backs 
as legitimate weapons is the key if 
the Tigers wish to continue their 
unbeaten streak and chase their 
dream towards a BCS bowl. 
Tigers' orange dream increases 
► Travis Zachery breaks 
the career touchdown 
record at Clemson. 
■ANDY PALAND 
interim senior staff writer 
Clemson entered the game with 
one of the top offenses in the coun- 
try while Maryland came in 
ranked last in total defense in the 
ACC and the country. Expectations 
for the game were not if Clemson 
would win but by how many 
points. 
The Tigers never let Maryland 
in the game and came away with a 
35-14 victory improving their 
record to 7-0 overall and 5-0 in the 
ACC. 
A win is a win but it was clear 
that the offense had trouble click- 
ing on many series and the 21- 
point win could have easily been 
35. Center Kyle Young felt the 
offensive troubles as well. 
"Offensively we struggled a lit- 
tle bit at times...It did not feel like 
we were playing great, and we obvi- 
ously did not play great," he said. 
The "struggle" did produce 464 
yards of offense with the ground 
game chewing up most of" the 
yards. Clemson ran for 278 yards 
with Travis Zachery accounting for 
SEE TERP, PAGE 16 
DDAVID KALK/senior staff 
FORWARD MARCH: Clemson's Travis Zachery (8) follows the block of John McDermott (67) against Maryland's 
Zach Glaser(39) and Krisjenkins (57). 
[PUCK TIGERS] 
CLEMSON ON ICE 
PHOTO COURTESY OF EMC OUSEL 
RINK WAR: The Clemson Hockey Club plays its 
games at the Pavilion Ice Rink in Greenville. 
NicoHOLAS CONGER 
staff writer 
On Saturday afternoon, 
October 7 the Tigers host- 
ed the N.C State Wolf pack 
in a pivotal game for both 
teams. When the game ended 
it was Clemson who was able 
to win in a rout, 10-2. No fans 
this was not a team with a 
touchdown and a field goal 
beating a team with just a safe- 
ty, it was the Clemson Hockey 
team taking out their frustra- 
tion against an undermatched 
N.C State team....on the ice. 
Ice hockey eh? That's right. 
The temperature is starting to 
drop and so is the mispercep- 
tion that hockey only exists up 
north. Through the first two 
weeks of the season the team 
has put together two convinc- 
ing wins and just one loss. The 
Tigers trounced Appalachian 
State, 13-4 to kick-start the 
campaign a couple weeks back. 
Clemson club hockey is in its 
second season, after struggling 
through a tough "expansion 
year" type season. 
The American Collegiate 
Hockey Association (ACHA) is 
the organization that hosts 
Clemson, and the team plays in 
the College Hockey South divi- 
sion. In this division there are a 
number of ACC and SEC 
schools, along with a few other 
independent teams from differ- 
ent regions among the south. 
Each Wednesday night the 
players can be found skating 
around the Pavilion Ice Rink in 
Greenville at 12 a.m.. This is the 
only accessible ice time for the 
players to practice for the 
upcoming weekend's games. 
But given these unfortunate 
situations the team still man- 
ages to hold its own with 
tough, well respected competi- 
tion. 
"If we continue to play at 
SEE PUCK PAGE 14 
Lady Tigers fight hard for 
their win over the Deacons 
► Clemson pulls together to 
score three goals against 
Wake Forest. 
Louis GARMENDIA 
 sports editor  
As soccer results go, 3-0 is usual- 
ly considered a blowout. But the 
third-ranked Lady Tigers' 3-0 win 
against 24th-ranked Wake Forest 
Tuesday night at Riggs Field was 
anything but easy. 
"It was pretty difficult for both 
teams. Every time we play it's like 
that," said head coach Ray Leone. 
"That was a tough-fought win for 
us. I'm just happy they played it out 
till the end." 
The win pushed Clemson to 15- 
1 on the season and tied a school 
record for ACC wins. The Lady 
Tigers are now one win away from 
tying a school record for wins in a 
season. Wake Forest dropped to 7- 
7-1 on the year. 
Wake Forest dominated at the 
outset of the game and controlled 
possession of the ball, but Clemson 
took control for the last 10 minutes. 
After a few close calls, the Lady 
Tigers finally got on the board 
when Tanya Peterson and Tatum 
Clowney made two nice passes to 
Lindsay Browne, who beat the goal- 
keepr inside the 18-yard box. 
"They made the right pass at the 
right time," said Leone on the play 
of his offense. "Tonight we put it all 
together." 
The Demon Deacons came out 
strong again to start the second 
half and missed a good scoring 
chance in the 62nd minute when a 
shot deflected off of a Clemsdrf 
defender and trickled just wide of 
the far post. The Tiger attack coun- 
tered just three minutes later when 
Alison Sinclair found Deliah 
Arrington streaking down the left 
side of the field and Arrington 
crossed the ball back to the middle. 
Lea Shreve calmly collected the 
ball and put it in the back of the net 
.    SEE WAKE PAGE 17 
DAVID KAU/scmor staff 
READYING THE ATTACK: Clemson's Nancy Agustyniak looks to clear the 
ball before Wake opponent Emily Taggertgets to itfirst. 
Ghoulis 
tips 
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Best and worst ways to celebrate All Hallows Eve 
1 TfallowsTiveTso^erveit 
night of October 31, and folll 
byyUl Hallows Day, also called 
Ha lowmas," "All Saints' Day'] 
AlU Soul's Day." The ancient 
du )bed this festival Samhain i 
nounced sow' an) and observed 
celebrate the commenceme| 
winter and the beginning of 
Celtic New Year; "samhain" n 
"enp of summer." As Americans, \ 
use this day as an excuse tc 
around in costumes and get ca 
In celebration of this gothic hot 
gether some lists of the best 
c£dfcHall 
Worst Horror Movies 
Kelly Leach: I Spit on YourGrave 
"I think the title says it all, a 
positively atrocious horror flick 
that is not meant for the weak 
stomached." 
Suzannejamir Children of the Com 
"How unrealistic can you possi- 
bly make a head getting chopped 
off." 
Kelly: Monkey Shines 
"OK, it's a helper monkey for a 
quadriplegic that decides it wants 
to take over the world, 'nuff said." 
Katie Smoake Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre. 
"This movie had so much fake 
gore and no plot, just a guy chasing 
around half-naked girls with a 
chainsaw." 
Kelly: Rats 
'I never allowed my boyfriend, 
Pat, to rent this one, although he 
tried relentlessly because he liked 
the cover. It just looked so stupid." 
Best Horror Movies 
Suzanne: Rosemary's Baby 
"Pregnancy is scary enough...let 
alone carrying the devil's spawn." 
Katie:      Hush...  Hush, Sweet 
Charlotte 
"Classic flick of a crazy lady 
with Bette Davis and Olivia 
deHav}flah;d:a -7,i,„ 
Kelly: Any..of The^&meniilixis 
"Damran is abou^ fifteen, and"' 
he iSithe^antichfisCmethods of 
killing people include burning 
them alive anihaving a crow pick 
out their eyes."     , / 
Suizannei: Poltergeist III / 
"And yoi* thought looking at 
yourself in the mirror m the morn- 
ing was scary.*" ' \ j 
Kelly: Bad Moon,/" 
"A killer werewolf who practi- 




Bajy 'overdone? This is 
|rite for:sorority chicks and 
any g|oup of girls that wants to get 
their isj|x groove on...puh-leasef' 
Suzanne: A Hooter's Girl 
"LMp't dress to match your I.Q." 
K^pe Pimps 
"/we reallyidon't need any more 
macks-daddies! at Clemson." 
Suzanne: iBHtney Spears 
!yops...dM't do it again." 
Mlly: Cllwns 
tCfflowns frighten me and my 
best Spend fcuise. We don't like 
the|r|" 
Best Costume Ideas 
Suzanne: Regis Philbin 
ffhe show is pretty scary...imag- 
me| thousalils of Regis' running 
aroiund" 
Kelly: Otftr people 
/'Nothing is better than making 
a mockery <j§jyour friends." 
/ Suzanneffear Personified 
/ "People will 'jthink you are cre- 
ative, and a g|jtailed costume is not 
rjecessarv" ?  N 
--'-'Kellyfvvfeftem Whore 
"I went as"one last year, so that 
automatically makes it coolF' 
Katie:. M} Barnett 
"Thofe thingjhurtliy #$%"& 
tongue! Painless candy locks!" 
Suzanne: Any small'unwrapped 
candy 
"Just enough room for some 
psycho to taint it." 
Kelly: No-name candy 
"I want to know that my candy 
is mass produced in a factory and 
is not the product of some crazy 
derelict that might be marketing 
his own madness." 
Katie Those chalky tasting mints 
"It makes me wonder who has 
touched them in the past." 
Suzanne The pink bubble gum 
"You know the one I am talking 
about. It is always the last to go, 
and the flavor lasts for about two 
seconds before you start chewing 
rubber." 
Best Candy to Get.. 
Katie Candy Apples 
"Other than the slight threat of 
razor blades...it combines healthy 
food with the whole reason for 
Halloween: candy." (Kelly's note: 
Not in MY neighborhood! Talk 
about some sticky-ass kids!) 
Suzanne SweetTarts 
"Combining sweet and tart. 
How can you go wrong?" 
Kelly: Non-chocolate candy (i.e. 
Skittles and Starburst) 
"It rocks my world." 
Suzanne Super-sized candy bars 
"It's like the fun-sized candy 
bars multiplied 3x." 
Kelly: Blow-pops 
"It is candy and gum in one 
tight package you can take any- 
where." 
RECIPES 
(collected from Parent's magazine) 
Deviled-Egg Eyeballs 
Place 1 dozen eggs in saucepan 
full of water and bring to boil. 
Cover, reduce heat to simmer, and 
cook lor 15 to 20 minutes Pour out 
water and rinse eggs; coot:Peeleggs 
and cur in half lengthwise. 
Carefully remove yolks and place in 
small bowl. Mash with fork and add 
jf^f p mayonnaise, 2 tsp. mustard, 
lit and pepper to taste; spoon 
Igg-white halves. 
bert half a pimiento-stuffed 
ireliiolive into center of yolk mix- 
ture for pupil. Arrange very thinly 
sliced strips of roasted pepper on 
white part of egg lor veins. Cut pit- 
tgd rfceiblack olives into slices and 
<e\rMashes; place on eyes. Yield: 
lhalves. 
'otato Phantoms 
eat oven to 425'. Ih small bowl, 
combine 1 tsp. garlic powder, I tsp. 
paprlkg^and B%>- salt. Sfc*§ largft 
russet^lgtajoesT&qgthwise into 
l/4"-thick^^^T'; 
shaped cookie cv. 
from potato slices. Arrange in single 
layer on greased baking sheet. 
Sprinkle with spice mixture and 
lightly coat with cooking spray. 
Bake 15 to 20 minutes, or until light- 
ly browned. Serve with ketchup or 
sour cream, if desired. Yield: About 
15 pieces 
Scary Spice Cupcakes 
Heat oven to 350'. Line a 12-cup 
muffin pan with paper cups. In 
small bowl, combine 11/4 cups all- 
purpose flour, 1 tsp. baking soda, 1 
tsp. ground cinnamon, 1/2 tsp. 
freshly grated nutmeg, 1/4 tsp. 
ground cloves, and a pinch of salt. In 
medium bowl, with electric mixer 
on high, beat together 1/4 cup veg- 
.. >le shortening and 1/4 cup 
sugar, beat in 1 large egg. Beat in 
fldur mixture, alternating with 1/4 
cup unsulfurcd molasses stirred 
together with 1/2 cup boiling water, 
beating well after each addition. 
Divide batter evehly among muffin 
cups. 
. Bake 15 to 20 minutes, or until a 
toothpick inserted in center cf |u|- 
cake comes out clean. Remove cup- 
cakes from pan. Let cool completely 
on wire rack. In small bowl |tl 
together 2 cups unsweetened shred- 
ded coconut and 2 cups marshmal- 
low cream until well combined, for. 
each cupcake, shape 2 Tbs. ceJo|iu| 
mixture into a ghost and place on 
top of cupcake. For eyes, add'eandy- 
coated chocolate-ball-shaped can- 
dies or ice-cream sprinkles to each 
ghost. Yield: 12 cupcakes,/ • 
JL « 
Swamp Dip 
In medium bowl combine until 
we^^ende^lptnwffi oz.) redJted- 
JaT^oigjgpim, 1 envelope ipF oz.) 
^nch-capmix, fjdrops^M^ food 
colorings and L^(10oz.) package 
hppped spinach, defrosted 
"ana "squeezed dry. Refrigerate at 
least 1 hour to let flavors blend. 
Yield: 2 cups 
Jack-C-Lantem Fruit Salad 
Level bottom of 6 navel oranges. 
With small, sharp knife, cut jack-o'- 
lantern features on one side of 
oranges. Cut a 1/2" slice off top of 
orange and make a small hole in the 
center of slice. Partially hollow out 
oranges; reserve fruit. 
In medium bowl, combine 3 
kiwis, peeled and cubed; 1 red apple, 
diced; 1/2 cup dried cherries; 1 Tbs. 
honey; and reserved orange centers. 
Scoop fruit salad into oranges. Place 
a 2" length of chocolate-licorice 
twist candy in center of each orange 
slice for a stem. Yield: 6 servings. 
tfaMoween Party ?n 
Orxlergrourxi 
Tuesday, October 31st 
with DJ Robot 6pm-12am 
Don't Dis the Ability 
Tuesday, Oct. 24 — Henry Holden 
@ 7pm, FREE LECTURE in 
Tillman Auditorium EI, 
GAMING SESSION 




CARDS STARTING @ 8PM 
MONDAY, OCT. 23 
Think Fast Game Show 
ShHletter Dining Hall 
5pm 
FRIDAY, OCT. 27 
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Royal Faire entertainment at Renaissance Festival 
JAMI FAGG 
staff writer 
Do you ever wish that you 
could escape all of the stress of 
life? Even if it was just for a day, 
wouldn't you love to slip back in 
time to the days of kings and 
queens, when brave knights pre- 
formed chivalrous acts to save 
ladies in distress. Well, every 
weekend from now until Nov. 12 
you can do just that at the Carolina 
Renaissance Festival and Artisan 
Market Place. 
The festival is a medieval 
amusement park featuring live 
entertainment, arts and crafts, 
games and food which all combine 
to ensure a day of fun-filled dis- 
covery and adventure. Jose 
Granados, who has been perform- 
ing in renaissance festivals for 21 
years, says that, "You will be drawn 
back into another time, which is a 
great escape. So you should just be 
open to the experience and play 
along." 
The Carolina Renaissance 
Festival is more than just an ordi- 
nary carnival. You can relax in the 
whimsical setting of 245 acres of 
forests and meadows. In the 
medieval village you will find 
comic duelists, acrobats, magi- 
cians, jugglers and storytellers per- 
forming on seven stages through- 
out the day. Fully costumed royal- 
ty, nights, ladies and peasants give 
the village an authentic air. 
Jousting knights in armor on 
mighty steeds battling in the 
King's Arena three times a day. 
Games include: archery, ax tossing, 
castle storming, the challenge of 
climbing Jacob's Ladder and a 
chance for you to relieve some 
daily stress by throwing tomatoes 
at the villains at Vegetable Justice. 
There will also be people-powered 
rides and a petting zoo for the kids. 
Open air shops and galleries are 
filled with medieval crafts. You 
will find everything from fine 
weaving, stained glass and jewelry 
to princess hats and toy swords. 
Many artisans even put on demon- 
strations of their craft. You can 
learn how armorers crafted 
weapons or glass blowers made 
magnificent creations using 
medieval tools. 
One of the most important 
parts of any festival is the food, 
and the Renaissance Festival has 
tons of it. The endless feast 
includes smoked turkey legs, 
steak-on-a-stake, savory stew in 
bread bowls and much more. For 
dessert you can try the pastries, 
cinnamon roasted almonds, hand- 
made chocolates and Lady 
Guinevere's Appyle Dumplings, or 
you could quench your thirst at 
one of the pubs. 
Since the Carolina Renaissance 
Festival began in 1994, new attrac- 
tions have been added each year. 
This year's most exciting new 
exhibit comes from Earthquest. 
Their master falconers have creat- 
ed a show in which birds of prey 
soar of above the audience in 
response to their trainer's com- 
mands. There is also a new act for 
the kids. Mother Goose has joined 
the Festival along with her 
trained, costumed ducks and 
geese: Maggie, Mimi and Matilda. 
As gates open on each festival 
day, visitors enter an exuberant 
medieval village that is throwing a 
fair for visiting royalty. In the tra- 
dition of excess, the entertainment 
never stops until gates are closed at 
dusk with a round fired from the 
cannon. 
"Once you step through the 
gate, there is a transformation that 
takes place for the patrons," said 
Kevin Stillwell, who has been 
jousting as one of the king's 
knights for all seven years of the 
Carolina Festival. "It is immediate," 
Stillwell said. "There's music and 
dancers, jugglers, acrobats, the 
atmosphere, the medieval build- 
ings. Everything is happening 
rfght away." 
TJie entire village becomes a 
ISPSync to drive crowd crazy 
tonight at the BI-LO Center 
KATIE SMOAK 
assistant TimeOut editor 
One of the largest boy-bands 
ever created is heading back to the 
Greenville area. N'Sync comes 
back to the BI-LO center in a much 
anticipated concert tonight at 
7:30p.m. 
Although tickets are sold out, 
devoted fans can try their luck to 
see one of the most famous groups 
perform live. N'Sync emerged 
from Orlando, Florida, in 1996, 
even though band members JC 
Chasez and Justin Timberlake had 
worked together previously on the 
Disney Channel's The Mickey 
Mouse Club. 
After their alliance was com- 
plete, their instantaneous success 
came when hit songs "I Want You 
Back", "It going to be me", "Drive 
myself crazy", "Space Cowboys" 
(used in the movie of the same 
name) and "Tearing Up My Heart" 
soared in the European charts. 
Their album was released in the 
United States in the spring of 1998 
and ever since the group has pro- 
duced an array of blockbuster 
songs, as well as putting them into 
direct competitionwith the 
Backstreet Boys, who had reigned 
supreme on the charts up until 
that point. And despite objections, 
Justin Timberlake, JC Chasez, 
Lance Bass, Chris Kirkpatrick and 
Joey Fatone danced across the 
charts and into the hearts of teen 
girls all over the United States. 
While much of their stardom is 
said to come from the "boy band" 
phenomenon, N'Sync has contin- 
ued to flourish in the world of 
music, and they have gained even 
more stature with their newest 
album release, No Strings 
Attached. Some of their recent hits 
include, "Bye, Bye, Bye", "It's Gonna 
Be Me", and as of now, "This I 
Promise You". 
It is apparent that millions of 
fans adore the group because on 
the concert circuit they are known 
as a big sale. 
Although not wanting to be 
lumped into the boy band catego- 
ry, in many ways it seems idealis- 
tic. Other bands such as 98 
degrees, Backstreet Boys, and 
ABC'S own creation, O-Town, boy 
groups should be grateful to be 
capitalizing on such a marketable 
target audience (teenage girls). 
They follow in the footsteps of leg- 
endary groups such as The Beatles 
and also dust in the wind groups 
such as New Kids on the Block. 
No one can estimate how long 
N'Sync will be on top of the music 
scene, but it looks as if they are in 
the entertainment business for the 
long haul. They recently joined the 
ranks of many other celebrity 
guests by signing onto be guests of 
the cartoon series, The Simpsons 
and they are in production talks 
about starring in Grease 3. 
Tonight's performance will 
begin at 7:30. Doors will open 
around 6:30 to accommodate a 
slew of parents and their hysteri- 
cal teenage girls (not to mention 
some teenage boys. It is okay to 
admit that they are cool). If you 
cannot find a way into the 
Greenville concert, they will be 
playing in Atlanta on October 21st 
where they will have Soul 
Decision (Faded) as their opening 
act. 
You can read about the concert 
in a future issue to find out what 
happened. It will be sure to 
include pictures of theguys. So be 
sure to catch it. 
living theater. Not only are there 
nonstop performances by actors, 
comics and musicians on the 
seven stages, but a cast of 600 
actors in colorful costumes create 
merriment throughout the village, 
and everyone is invited to join in 
the fun. Some fair-goers arrive in 
costume while others rent cos- 
tumes from the festival shop. Even 
if you are not dressed up you are 
invited to join in the parade of 
nobles and villagers and take part 
in the shows. 
Each day stage acts are new and 
original, and they are enlivened by 
the spontaneous antics of audi- 
ence volunteers. Shows like the 
comic duelists Don Juan and 
Miguel or the fractured fairytales 
of the Tortuga Twins are never the 
same twice. Guests are free to 
jump in and become part of the 
action or sit back and watch. "The 
people who have the best times are 
the ones who join in and become 
part of it," said swordsman 
Granados. 
Another event not to be missed 
is one of the three tournament 
jousts in the King's Equestrian 
Arena; where mounted knights 
charge into battle with lance and 
sword. The jousts have become a 
festival highlight for both adults 
and kids. Afterwards you are wel- 
come to visit the stunt riders at the 
knights' encampment. They will 
be happy to explain how they 
train their horses and prepare for 
combat. "We're the guys falling off 
the horses and battling each other, 
but people are always worried 
about the horses, not us," Stillwell 
the knight said. "The truth is, our 
horses eat better than we do and 
sleep better than we do, too." 
If you are looking for more than 
entertainment, you can browse 
through 85 craft shops and 
medieval tents that line the village 
paths with art, crafts and sou- 
venirs. "Don't be shy," said 
craftswoman Brenda Sue Haring, 
who makes fantasy ceramic cas- 
:NAISSANCE   fSTTVAL 
PARTISAN MARKET 
NO CLOWNING AROUND!: Courtjesters, magicians, storytellers and 
Mother Goose are only afewofthe medeival attractions at the festival. 
ties at the fair. "Come with an open 
mind and have a good time. The 
Carolina Renaissance Festival is 
designed as place where you can 
leave your worries behind and 
have a wonderful time. 
The Renaissance Festival is 
open every Saturday and Sunday 
through Nov. 12 from 10 a.m. until 
5:30 p.m. It is located just off high- 
way 73 north of Charlotte between 
Concord and Davidson. Tickets are 
$11 for adults and $5 for kids in 
advance. Tickets at the gate are $1 
more. Senior-discount tickets are 
$10 at the gate. For more informa- 
tion call toll free (877) 896-5544 or 
go to www.royalfaries.com. 
Backyard Green rakes in CU crowds 
RENEE RILEY 
staff writer 
Backyard Green is anything but 
green and inexperienced. Their 
music has slowly made its mark on 
the music scene. The band is an 
unexplainable combination of 
sound that uses influences of 
everything from The Grateful 
Dead to Elton John. 
They sound a little like early 
Barenaked Ladies and have some- 
thing in their sound that is remi- 
niscent of Fiveway Friday. It is a 
sound more mature and artistic 
than Jump, Little Children. They 
echo something like Southern 
rock and vibrate like a jam band 
let loose. And let loose they will. 
Backyard Green is notorious for 
their stage antics and inside jokes 
that they are more than willing to 
let the audience in on. They inter- 
act with the audience and enter- 
tain like no other band. 
The band got its name out 
necessity. It needed a name for the 
posters for a gig that it was playing. 
The members fooled around with 
colors and words and decided on 
the name Backyard Green as they 
watched one of the band member's 
dog run around in the back yard. 
The name caught on and has been 
used ever since. 
Backyard Green is not a 
stranger to the Clemson scene. All 
members of the band are gradu- 
ates of Clemson and began playing 
together back in 1995. Craig 
DeLucia (lead vocals) and Dave 
Nestor (lead guitar), former mem- 
bers of Electric Sponge, joined 
forces with Josephine's Daughter's 
talented Mike Todd (rhythm gui- 
tar and backing vocals) to play a 
few tunes together. They played 
not to make money and not out of 
high placed dreams of making it 
big, but rather they played for 
themselves and for their friends. 
However, the talents of the musi- 
cians did not go unnoticed and 
soon the group found itself on 
stage playing at the ever popular 
TD's and the Esso Club. 
Well, time went on and the 
group members drifted away from 
the big Clemson limelight until 
the spring of 1998 when for poster- 
ity's sake they decided to record 
the songs that they themselves, the 
members of Backyard Green, had 
written. As a remembrance of the 
good times and the bad, they gath- 
ered together and recorded their 
first album Good Times Noodle 
Salad. 
In this recording they included 
the talents of Charlie Whitener 
(drums) and Richard Challen 
(bass, acoustic guitar and backing 
vocals) to complete the modern 
rock sound that the songs emulate. 
They added some new songs and 
cut and pasted some old ones to 
create the end result. 
The group never intended to 
play their music for anyone other 
than themselves and their friends 
and family but you do not choose 
success, success chooses you and 
this was the way for Backyard 
Green. Soon they were booking 
gigs in Athens, Charlotte, 
Knoxville and Greenville. 
They had catapaulted from 
being a local band in Clemson to a 
talented band that was soon tour- 
ing all over the Southeast. They 
gave up their weekends of person- 
al male bonding and were instead 
found playing at clubs and bars 
with a screaming crowd following 
them. Their song list began to 
grow and mature and now they 
find themselves with the opportu- 
nity to produce a new album 
which is due out in February. They 
hope that this album will be more 
widespread in the Southeast to 
encompass all of their new fans 
and followers. The album will 
include 12 new songs along with a 
few off the old album that have 
become crowd favorites. And 
according to DeLucia, he is more 
excited about the new album than 
the old album. "The old album," he 
said "does not sound as good as it 
could. The five of us had never 
played together before the record- 
ing." 
No matter how popular the 
albums may be the true talent and 
expression is found live on stage. 
No recording is better than the 
onstage performance of the musi- 
cians. They awaken the audience 
and bring them to their feet, and if 
by chance it is a tough audience to, 
do this to they will play until they 
get the desired result. 
However popular the band may 
be now, there is no telling about 
the future. When questioned about 
the future, DeLucia replied that 
"they were all just having fun and 
that they worked nine to five jobs 
just like everyone else, and that 
this was primarily for enjoyment. 
It was never meant to get as big as 
it did; they didn't even start as an 
official band, it was just a bunch of 
guysjammin' together." 
All that jammin' has resulted in 
eight to 10 shows a month all over 
the Southeast at different venues 
which range from Charleston to 
Knoxville, but we're in luck 
because Backyard Green has found 
thier way home to the Clemson 
roots. The band has come back to 
play at the Esso Club on Thursday, 
Oct. 19. As DeLucia said, "we love 
coming back to Clemson, it feels 
like home." 
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New, weird websites for the week once again astound Clemson campus 
FRANK SHORTER 
staff writer 
For the web savvy, there are a 
number of Halloween web 
resources all over the Internet; for 
example, The Clemson Extension 
Service has collected some compre- 
hensive information. Trick or Treat 
Safety, costume ideas for the kids, 
and cool things that can be done 
with pumpkins can be found at 
http://virtual.clemson.edu/groups 
/FieldOps/Cgs/hallowee.htm. This 
is a great resource for all the local 
stuff that goes on in the upstate to 
celebrate Halloween. 
OUR FULL 
>   MENU ON THK WEB   4 
WWW. 
orliettmcgee 
.com   , 
This next link is a little more 
morbid than the typical Halloween 
resources that one normally finds. 
http://www.deathclock.com/ has 
combined all kinds of demographic 
information that correlates average 
lifespan and stress levels to predict 
when one will die. It is pretty sim- 
BUSINESS 
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CELTIC, FOLK, & WORLD MUSIC. 9PM UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 
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s   First Year! 
4119 Clemson Blvd. • 864-225-2455 
HANDCUT STEAKS 
pie; after I put in my birthday, gen- 
der and stress level, it told me exact- 
ly how many seconds I had left to 
live. The death clock was not too 
generous and said that I have until 
Thursday, Jan. 16, 2053. Hopefully 
the Death Clock will grant more 
time to you than it has given me. 
That is, as long as you can 
answer "no" to the following ques- 
tion: "Do you look like your dog?" I'm 
glad that there are sites out there 
that keep track of these people 
(http://wwwevangel.edu/People/g 
reere/Humor/ILookLikeMyDog/). 
By the way, Dec. 25,2001, will be 
the date of the second coming of 
Christ. At least, that is the date "The 
Second Coming Project" has tenta- 
tively set. These people have decided 
to take advantage of the huge leaps 
in cloning technology and create a 
clone of Jesus Christ. That's right, 
they claim to be able to obtain 
enough of a DNA fingerprint from 
relics such as the Shroud of Turin to 
be able to produce a clone. Clearly 
these people need to rent a copy of 
Jurassic Park so they can see an 
example • of what happens. 
(http://foxnews.com/etcetera/1011 
O0/second_coming.sml). 
New alternative music arrives 
iuvei 
Set it Off 
•*# #*# #*# #*# **<r 
«*«?«*«*«* 
Shuvel has arrived, digging up 
some great alternative rock and 
switching their amplifiers to "stun." 
The band's debut album, Set if Off, 
finds the young quintet lashing the 
rhythms of hip-hop to the volume 
of metal and dishes out heaping 
chunks of sweat, attitude and per- 
ceptive venom in equal amounts. 
Contrary to the usual drab and 
strange CDs I listen to each week, 
this one leaped out at me as some- 
thing I actually might want to lis- 
ten to more than once. Of course, 
"singers" screaming into the micro- 
phone might not be your thing, but 
we can't all be perfect. While listen- 
ing, I was brought back to the olden 
high school days of playing Doom 
and Mortal Kombat instead of 
going to class. Of course, this music 
is not for the faint of heart, as I do 
not recommend it to baby-boomers, 
Republicans or those offended by a 
little profanity. Compared to other 
CDs you can buy online, Set it Off"is 
relatively cheap. Shuvel is a great 
group that will be followed for years 
to come. 
-John Adam Wickliffe 
THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE 
lilliliil'illfr Five Paws 
Sogood that we would experience it sober. 
Definitely worth your time and money. 
UtU&ti*     Three Paws 
Not stellar, but worth checkingout 
%r<ft' Two Paws 
Not worth your money, steal itfrom afriend 
0*m 
%p One Paw 
An incredibly-poor display oj wasted efifiort. 
^BBASSf? 
JKafiJzetAiilik 
Division of Long Arm Enterprises of S.C., Inc. 
WWW. Brass Mo nkeyCiub.com 
Open Tuesday - Sunday @ 4pm 
• Weekday drink specials 
FRIDAY - October 20 - Sister Karma 
JllilllMlllllliimiiMiiry 
]SATURDAY - Oct. 21 - JELLY ROLL ANTENNA T\ 
^■■■■■■■■■■■i mimmti■* 
YOUR HOME FOR BLUES & JAZZ ! 
213-A Main Street, Central (Next to Villa Luigi) 
864-639-1660 
StasUiflU 
"We're The Other Guys" 
 222-3808   stud$
e5.00
Price 
~1C Bring It On (PG-13) 
1:15,3:20, (5:25), 7:30, 9:35 
Digimon: The Movie 7+ 
<PG) 
 1:00, 3:00, (4:50), 6:45 
What Lies Beneath 
(PG-13) 
2:00, (4:35), 7:15, 9:50 
Autumn in New York 
(PG-13) 
2:40, (4:45), 7:05, 9:20 
■* 
The Exorcist 
DTS DIGITAL (R) 
1:40, (4:20), 7:00, 9:40 
_    * 
Lost Souls 
DOLBY DIGITAL (R) 
1:20, 3:30, (5:35), 7:40, 9:55 
Meet the Parents 
(PG-13) 
J:05,3:15, (5:25), 7:35, 9:50 
Space Cowboys 
(PG-13) 
2:00, (4:25), 7:15, 9:45 
The Watcher 
DOLBY DIGITAL (R) 
1:25, 3:40, (5:40), 7:45, 9:45 
Bedazzled 
DOLBY DIGITAL (PG-13) 
1:15,3:20, (5:25), 7:30, 9:35 
The Art of War 
(R) 
2:05, (4:20), 7:00, 9:20 
Pay It Forward 
DOLBY DIGITAL (PG-13) 







7:25, 3:30, (5:35), 7:40, 10:00 
Legend of the Drunken Master 
(R) 
 ——  1:30, 3:35, (5:45), 7:50, 9:55 
«MttnN H>Moday Only,     ATM ,n Lodby    MC * v.SA Accepted 
-.    ^5»™**f       ""!"•?Pr,c,na       <TWH»8ht Shows) 
CIQr°5gy] VISIT OUR WEBSITE! TBST 
2=1 B '" T * ■•     www.easternfedBral.com       EH IS 
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Radiohead's new album, Kid A, 
released on Capitol Records, is just 
another example of the band's 
consistent efforts to redefine and 
expand its sound. It offers listeners 
a diversified recording that follows 
in the footsteps of their previous 
LP moves forward in complexity. 
Progressing from their debut LP 
Pablo Honey in 1993. Radiohead's 
sound has constantly changed, 
and evolving. Their next album, 
The Bends, transformed their 
music into heartbreakingly beau- 
tiful and more elaborate composi- 
tions. OK Computer, their third 
album, weaved in samplings, sym- 
phonic drama and social aware- 
ness, all in the same breath. 
Thorn Yorke's vocals take a 
backseat to the orchestrations 
contained on this album: new age 
stylings juxtaposed with 
Radiohead's signature guitar and 
bass riffs. The majority of Kid A is 
reminiscent of the aching melan- 
choly of The Bends combined 
with the cryptic vocals and syn- 
thetic samplings more indicative 
of their sensational OK Computer. 
Radiohead is one of the few 
bands today that is constantly 
reinventing itself. They refuse to 
repackage the same old sounds 
and instead they strive to discover 
and master the progression of 
their music. Radiohead's ability to 
evolve their sound without losing 
their appeal in the progress 
demonstrates their musical capa- 
bilities. Kid A certainly serves as a 
challenge to other bands who 
refuse to do the same. 
-Lauren Teffeau 
fcr-** *v - a : 
* i* 154 -   Ss  * 
lilt**! * fc 
81 * 
Smashing Pumpkins 
Machina U-the Friends & Enemies 
■ofModernMusic 
If you haven't heard too much 
about the Smashing Pumpkins 
latest album Machina II-the 
Friends & Enemies of Modern 
Music, I wouldn't be surprised. 
As a final farewell "... to a record 
America's Leader 
in Student Travel 
HUGE SALE! 
Sale Dates: 10/24-10/28 
London $185 
from NYC 
Paris     $345 
from LAX 
Great fares from all ovar the U.S. 
to Amsterdam, Birmingham, 
Brussels, Dublin,Dusseidorf, Rome, 
Frankfurt, Glasgow, Lisbon, Madrid, 
Manchester, Milan, Shannon, Zurich, 
31350s v*»ch wnge fc 
HMSt be I 
Council 
1-800-2COUNCIL 
(open 24 hrs 
9am Tue-rnidnight Fri est) 
counciltravel.com 
label that did not give them the 
support they deserved," 
The Smashing Pumpkins have 
taken their appeals to the Napster 
generation, and decided that they 
would rather release their last 
album in mp3 format via the 
Internet rather than not at all. 
Machina II picks up exactly 
where the Machina The 
Machines Of God left off. The 
powerful guitars and awesome 
drum work are topped off by the 
same vocals that we came to 
expect in their previous album. 
Even though the Pumpkins are 
currently touring to boost the 
sales of Machina, the quality of 
Machina II is top notch. 
The songs "Saturnine", "Glass' 
Theme", and "Vanity" get my 
stamp of approval. Each of those 
songs has the same look and feel 
of their previous works such as 
"Age of Innocence" or "Stand 
Insider Your Love." There are 
even remixes of "Heavy Metal 
Machine" and "Try, Try, Try" from 
the first Machina. 
So, if you liked them the first 
time around, you will probably 
enjoy these revisions. 
As I listened to this album 
over and over, it amazed me how 
their recording company has let 
this gem escape. I look forward to 
other artists releasing their art in 
mp3 form via the Internet as the 
Smashing Pumpkins lead the 
way. For information on where to 
obtain this album and other 
Pumpkins information, check out 
the Smashing Pumpkins fan club 
w e b s i • t e : 
http://www.spfc.org/songsre- 
leases/discog.html?discog_id=15 
3. -Frank Shorter 
$ 100 reward for information- 
leading to the capture of par- 
ties involed in the theft of The 
Tiger between 2am and 4 am 
last Friday.  
Delhi Palace 
Welcome to the finest Indian cuisine! 
Buffet Lunches       OPEN 7 DAYS! 
755 Wade Hampton Blvd. 
Greenville, SC 29609 






BUY ONE DINNER "^ 
GET ONE \?\$i\i Expires 12/01/00 40T VALID Wl ANY OTHER OFFER 
Secure Online SH0PPH1G -ISP-Communications 
Two Great Sites -Tons of Opportunities 
SHOPPMG: n million discounted products for secure purchase \ 
• 10 malls: i-Shop and (fly Superstore 
ISP: $14.95 per month umimiTED Internet access 
• no contract, no setup fees 
• 5 email accounts, lOmb each     ^" 
• T0ll~FREE 24/7 Tech Support 
LOnG DISTrWCE: fls low as $0.03 per minute / 




time is rolling 
around again 
0 3 0 0 0 
® Havoline 
FORMULA. 
o     r     o     P. 
Star Service Oil Change 
SO 4.95 with Havoline Formula^ 
Motor Oil 
Clemson Faculty & 
Students receive 
WbressLube     ■ 
978 Tiger Blvd. • 654-5823 • 8-5:30M-F & 8-1 2:00Sat. 
Coupon good for most vehicles. 
Not valid with any other offer. 
with I.D. 
Xpress Lube of Clemson 
978 Tiger Blvd. 
8-5:30 M-F • 8-12:00 Sat. 
654-5823 
® 1 WORLD IF ENERGY 
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If anyone has any information regarding the theft of 7,000 The 
Tiger newspapers last Friday, please call us at 656-2150, or CUPD at 
656-2222. The Tiger is offering a minimum $100 reward for confi- 
dential information that leads to the conviction of the guilty party 
KEVIN SPACEY «il 
loviEjfiOJV  ; 
AMERICANBIAUTY   THE USUAL SUSPECTS 
S E 7 E N THE BIG KAHUNA 








^^*» g\ M RestauranteMexicano 
• 
in T     '"° 
Mon-Thurs 
4pm-8pm 
FULL  BAR! 
lunch Specials #1-10 $3.50 
Taco Salad   $3.75 
Special Fajitas lunch   $4.99 
104 OleTown Square /rr-D   7/IQC 
Central, SC 29630   03J-/4oD 







The Devil, exorcisms and man's 
struggle with evil are certainly no 
strangers to the big screen. 
Audiences are intrigued and fright- 
ened by what is "beyond" them, and 
Hollywood producers know that 
these is no better way to thrill peo- 
ple than to create a movie concern- 
ing something everyone fears to 
some extentrthe Devil. Films 
involving the Antichrist's battle to 
bring ultimate terror throughout 
the earth are being spit out of 
Hollywood one by one; thus, the 
originality suffers. The latest in 
these types of movies is Janusz 
Kaminski's Lost Souls. 
The plot of Lost Souls is surpris- 
ingly simple. Winona Ryder stars as 
a woman once possessed by Satan, 
and she now has connections with 
certain priests who conduct exor- 
cisms. During one of these exor- 
cisms, something goes terribly 
wrong. It is revealed after Ryder's 
decoding of a series of numbers 
stolen from the exorcism that Satan 
has plans to incarnate the human 
soul of an author in New York City. 
Of course, she is left to unravel var- 
ious other plot mysteries and to try 
to save the world from demonic 
control. The storyline of Lost Souls 
could have potential, but the fact 
that we have seen the scenario of 
evil attempting to take over the 
earth in other movies makes this 
one dull and dry. The Exorcist was 
the first film (in the 1970s) to really 
get down to the nitty gritty of 
demonic possession, and it shocked 
many people because it was a fresh 
and eerie presentation of the Devil 
and his power. More recent films 
entailing the Devil include The 
Devil's Advocate and End of Days, 
and now we have Lost Souls. Does 
anyone else see a pattern? Someone 
needs to let the players behind 
Hollywood films know that if 
another project involving Satan is 
to be created, it better be one hell of 
a movie that is creatively made 
with unexpected twists and turns. 
Other than Lost Souls lost flare 
to scare, the actors do just fine in 
their performances. However, in 
reality, even the actors cannot be 
applauded. It's not their fault that 
they are portraying characters seen 
in other similar movies connected 
with Satan. The movie's overall pre- 
sentation is creepy, filmed in dim, 
dark colors with a shadowy over- 
tone. This has a large impact on the 
mood during climactic moments, 
which are unfortunately built-up 
for too long but still send chills 
down the spine. Lost Souls also has 
some exceptional camera angles 
that zoom in on characters' facial 
features, adding to the intensity of 
certain scenes which, place requir- 
ing emphasis on the movie's dia- 
logue or the feelings of the charac- 
ters. Overall, Lost Souls tries hard to 
be more shocking and provoking 
than all the other movies of its 
genre. In some ways, it is successful; 
however, it is best that all of these 
movies involving Satan leave the 
power to horrify to The Exorcist. 
The Exorcist has been re-released 
into theaters. My suggestion is that 
you see that classic horror film 
before even thinking about viewing 
Lost Souls. After all, the 90s do not 
always have the best of everything, 
and that is especially true of its 
movies. 
IflldQTH& an internship with one 
of the most exciting companies in 
the world.  Where friendships grow. 
Opportunities are made.  Futures begin. 
One experience - a thousand reasons why. 
The Walt Disney World College Program. 
Get ready to Dream It Up! 
Attend the presentation for 
more info and to interview. 
r 
I DATE:   10/31/00 
I TIME:   6:00pm 
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Dr. Ruth tackles issues about college life 
Dr. Ruth's Guide to College Life: 
The Savvy Student's Handbook 
From the Perspective of a Senior 
'«»'«($$« 
Dr. Ruth, America's leading psy- 
chosexual therapist, whose career 
spans print, radio, television and 
video, is known for using explicit 
language while giving advice on 
sex. In this book, written with 
Pierre Lahu, the co-author of Dr. 
Ruth Talks About Grandparents, 
she provides many helpful tips on 
drugs, alcohol, sex, eating disorders, 
loneliness, religion and sexual ori- 
entation. 
Ruth begins the book with the 
obvious: leaving home. She explores 
how to deal with students' anxiety 
of separation from friends, family 
and location, while giving insight 
into the feeling of those who are 
indeed letting go. 
Once at college, the first obstacle 
to overcome is the roommate. Ruth 
looks at several cases of roommate 
difficulty ranging from homicidal 
threats to "neat freak syndrome" to 
roommate from hell. 
Ruth examines the nuances of 
dorm life and gives advice for those 
who do not feel they fit in. She also 
looks at lonliness in "a sea of 20,000 
people" and its effect on others 
around the student. She gives many 
different ways to beat lonliness by 
joining organizations and getting 
involved with programs. 
A small chapter is dedicated to 
interaction with administration 
and campus staff. 
However, as with most of her 
manuals, the majority of the book is 
dedicated to sexuality and relation- 
ships. 
Ruth explores what do with 
existing relationships from high 
school, making new relationships, 
predators, lonely hearts, unrealistic 
expectations and issues such as 
date rape. 
Dedicating a large chapter to the 
subject of sex, Ruth delves into sex- 
ual dysfunction, the first time, 
afterplay, orgasms, experimenta- 
tion and safe sex. 
Once students get used to col- 
lege life, they undoubtly will have 
to go home. Ruth shows the dos and 
do nots of coming home, including 
new companions, smoking and 
drinking arrangements and deal- 
ing with relatives, including poten- 
tial relatives. 
Ruth concludes with some tips 
of job interviewing and breaking 
out into the world. 
Some readers may be offended 
by Dr. Ruth's explicit vocabulary, 
but her frank and approachable 
method will ease prospective col- 
lege students' anxiety about leaving 
home for the first time and prepare 
them for what lies ahead. The 
book's entertaining format is per- 
fect for bus and train commuters 
looking for light but engaging read- 
ing. And with Dr. Ruth's name on 
the book cover, it is sure to attract 
attention. 
I highly recommend this book 
to both incoming freshmen and 
outgoing seniors. Its insights apply 
to those who are ignorant of the 
nuances of college life and those 
who think they know it all. 
-John Adam Widiffe 
Dr. Ruth's Guide to College Life: 
The Savvy Student's Handbook 
From the Perspective of a 
Freshman 
***** 
I know, I know that it is not nec- 
essarily the first place you would go 
for.advice, but Dr. Ruth's Guide to 
College Life turns out to be very 
useful. This is the kind of book that 
has something for everyone, mean- 
ing that even you seniors might 
want to take a look at it. It begins at 
the start of most everyone's college 
experience, and expounds upon 
leaving home, family and friends 
for the first time. Not much use at 
this point in the school year, but 
you. can still use the tips (such as 
how to deal with the never-ending 
stream of "advice" from your par- 
ents). 
It continues through everything 
from roommates from 
Nebraska/Mars/Hell, faculty from 
similar regions, balancing work 
and classes with social life, and how 
to live in a dorm without becoming 
homicidal. Last but not least, the 
book focuses on one of the most 
important aspects of college: social 
life. Since this is a Dr. Ruth book, 
there is the obligatory discussion of 
sex (which takes up an entire chap- 
ter) and, typical of the good doctor, 
it is quite direct. Logically, this 
immediately follows the dating 
chapter, which contains some com- 
mon (and uncommon) ideas for 
meeting that special someone. Very 
useful if you happen to be socially 
awkward at times, like me...um, 
that is to say, like many of us. There 
is even a section at the end about 
making it in the real world, which 
is good for those of us who have not 
accepted reality as valid. 
The book uses actual case stud- 
ies to demonstrate the various 
unpleasant and/or unpredictable 
situations a student can encounter, 
such as separation anxiety, unset- 
tling roommate situations, unre- 
quited love, overly strict professors, 
coed dorms, racial/cultural issues, 
and the loneliness that most of us 
experience at some time or another. 
Sensible, effective courses of action 
are presented as well. The book 
weighs in at slightly under 200 
pages, but even if you are incredibly 
lazy, you can skim through the 
"Tips" boxes for general suggestions. 
Based on ease of reading and 
usefulness, as well as the occasional 
touch of humor, it deserves 4/5 
paws. If you are a freshman, add in 
a 1/2 paw extra because, trust me, 
no matter what happens to you this 
year, this book thought of it first! 
-Chris Jones 
Beauty is a bust 
Family virtues and values 
are not typically featured in 
newspapers. Usually they 
are called in as backup when 
critics take on movies, literature 
and the like, but rarely do we 
ever see any articles focus on the 
family in general. For me, fami- 
ly is so much more than plots 
and characters. My mother and 
father are constant agents of love 
and support; I rely on them so 
much for their guidance. And 
although I didn't grow up appre- 
ciating them, 
my sisters and 
brother play a 
large role in 





For this rea- 
son, call me crazy, but I did not 
like the movie American Beauty. 
I mean, I know it won the 
Academy Award for Best Picture, 
but I thought on the overall that 
it was a pretty awful movie. 
Kevin Spacey, Annette Bening 
and Thora Birch all give stellar 
performances, I won't deny that 
(quite a change from Birch's 
character in the 1992 flick Hocus 
Pocus). However, let us take a 
moment to dissect each of their 
characters. Spacey portrays a 
lost and dirty old man mackin' 
on his daughter's best friend 
(obviously a very positive role 
model). Bening is a neurotic 
obsessive-compulsive housewife 
who tries to make herself feel 
special by throwing her all into a 
dead-end career as a real estate 
agent. Birch is a gothic teenager 
desperately trying to "fit-in" and 
in love, with the jaded drug deal- 
er next door. And I refuse to go 
into detail about Mena Suvari's 
character of the deluded, pseu- 
do-whorish best friend. 
Despite objections of my col- 
leagues who bring up good 
points of the wonderful cine- 
matography and plot, I 
adamantly do not like the film. 
Perhaps it is because the family 
in the movie is so completely 
dysfunctional. I don't know any 
family like the one portrayed. I 
understand the concept of "looks 
can be deceiving," but no, I don't 
think so. None of my girlfriend's 
fathers fantasized about me, and 
it totally grosses me out just 
thinking about it. Hello? What 
is wrong with you people? That 
in itself is not art... it is just nasty. 
Eww. Similarly, 
it makes me 
angry that film 
critics can stand 
up and claim it 
to be a wonder- 
ful portrayal of 
change in 
American fami- 
lies from the tra- 
Kelly Leach 
imeOut editor 
ditional Full House families to a 
"family of the millennium." 
Once again, eww. 
In addition, I do not want 
people of other countries think- 
ing that this is how Americans 
act, because I do not believe that 
to be so. It is bad enough that we 
are already the laughing stock of 
the world, thanks to Bill and 
Monica's extra-curricular antics, 
we do not need to give a standing 
ovation to a movie that com- 
pletely misrepresents society on 
the whole. „ 
I mean, honestly, my family is 
far from being perfect, but my 
dad never threw a plate against 
the wall during dinner, or quit 
his job to work at a fast food joint, 
and my mom never had an illic- 
it affair with a colleague. They 
are actually clued into my life, 
and well, care about my well 
being. Now I know that every 
family is not as normal as mine, 
but until then, lie to me. 
E. Kelly Leach is a junior majoring 
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Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not       'pUPll 
included.Valid at Clemson Only!*1 
One Extra Large 
One Topping 
$ 9.99 
Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not 
included.Valid at Clemson Only *P 
One Large 
One Topping 




Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not 
included.Valid at Clemson Only.'1" 
TIGER COMBO 
Two Orders Cheesesticks 
& Two Cokes 
$ 9.99 
Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not 
included.Valid at Clemson Only. 
One Large One Topping & 
One Order Cheesesticks 
$ 19.99 
Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not 
included.Valid at Clemson Only/* 
TUESDAY CARRY-OUT 
One Large One Topping 
$ 4.99 
Expires 12/00. Additional 
Topping Extra.Tax not 
included.Valid at Clemson Only. 
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What s Happening 
TODAY, OCTOBER 20 
• Pause for Effect at the 
Esso Club, $3 cover  11 p.m. 
• NSYNC at the BI-LO 
Center    7:30 p.m. 
• The Wind in the Willows 
at the Clemson Little 
Theatre.   Showing Oct. 20- 
22, 27-29 
• Shamrocktoberfest at 
Tyber Creek Pub in Charlotte, 
NC 5:30 p.m. 
• Tom Conlon at Grounds 
for Faith in Traveler's Rest 
8:30 p.m. 
• Morningwood @ McP's 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21 MONDAY, OCTOBER 23 
• ART   at the Warehouse 
Theatre in Greenville. 
Showing Oct. 21, 25-28, 
Nov. 2-4 at 8 p.m. 
• Tom Conlon at Grounds 
for Faith in Traveler's Rest 
8:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22 
• Tom Conlon at the 
Downtown   Community 
Fellowship   11 a.m., 6 p.m., 
8 p.m. 
• Tom Conlon at the 
Southern Wesleyan University 
8 p.m. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24 
• Karaoke with Ed Miller 
and Kerry at the Back Bar at 
TD's   11 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25 
• Will Lawton at Tiger Town 
Tavern, no cover 10:30 p.m. 
• Tom Conlon at the 
Foothills Community Church 
7 p.m. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26 
• Dance Party with 93.3 
Planet and Amanda at the 
Back Bar at TD's  11 p.m. 
• Gran Torino at Tiger Town 
Tavern  11 p.m. 
• Dean Dollar at the Esso 
Club, $3 cover 10:30 p.m. 
• Dancing Wheels at the 
Brooks Center $7 students 8 
p.m. 
• 2nd Annual Haunted 
House at Dr. Earle's old office 
on Earlestead Drive Walhalla, 
$3 cover, showing Oct. 26- 
28, 30-31  7 p.m. 
iT EVENTS IN THE 
ALEHOAS FREE, 
mix SS6*#9§§    - 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27 
• Greater Tuna at the 
Oconee Community Theatre. 
Showing October 27-29 and 
November 2-4 
• Five Way Friday, $5 
cover  11 p.m. 
• N'Sync at the Bi-Lo 
Center  7:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28 
• Bad Creek at the Esso 
Club, no cover after the game 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31 
• Karaoke with Ed Miller 
and Kerry at the Back Bar at 
TD's   11 p.m. 
HOROSCOPES 
Aries (March 21 - April 19) 
Make sure you watch lots 
of television this week. 
It's good for the mind, 
body and soul. And no 
matter what your mother 
used to say, it doesn't 
matter how close you sit 
to it. 
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) 
Make sure you stock up 
on moist towelettes, this 
week will prove to be a 
little bit messy. 
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) 
Take the trip to New York 
this week. The series will 
be starting, and with the 
Mets and the Yankees in 
it, it's sure to be crazy in 
the city 
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) 
Tired of your roommate? 
If you take all of their 
stuff and put it outside of 
the door alter locking 
them out, they should get 
the idea. And then you 
won't have to deal with 
them anymore. 
Leo (July 23 -Aug 22) 
The more you sleep this 
week, the better. Don't 
worry about anything 
like classes or social 
obligations. Sleep is good; 
contact with other people 
is bad. 
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) 
I would consider it best to 
avoid those people on 
your floor who neglect to 
take showers frequently. 
Something about that just 
isn't kosher. 
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) 
With no football game 
here at Clemson, you'll 
have all Saturday to 
spend in bed and with 
those significant others. 
Use time wisely. Catch 
up on your sleep 
Scorpio (Oct 23 -Nov 21) 
Make sure you catch up 
on all of that work from 
last week and this week. 
Professors are not fond'of 
students who just forget 
about class and their 
schoolwork. Remember - 
the more sucking up you 
do, the better your grade 
will be. 
Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21) 
If you cut a pumpkin for 
Halloween this week, be 
careful when playing 
with fire. With Mars in 
alignment with Jupiter 
this whole week a lot of 
flames and heat keep 
popping up when this 
astronomer thinks of you 
- and hey, if you do burn 
down your building, 
blame you RA for letting 
you do it in the first place. 
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) 
Pleased with all of the 
food that mom and dad 
brought down last week- 
end? Don't worry, that'll 
change. All of those 
cookies, brownies and 
other delicious treats will 
either give you a heart 
attack or a really big 
waistline. 
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) 
Avoid all meat products 
this week. I don't know 
why. I just think it would 
be a good idea NOT to eat 
raw meat, and hey, even if 
those people at the cafete- 
ria's say it s cooked, you 
know it's not. 
Pisces (Feb 19 - March 20) 
Get out of your room, 
you've been spending way 
to much time tucked in 
the fetal position as 
opposed to going out and 
doing what college kids 
are supposed to be doing. 
~K.T. Charisma, 




Solution to Last Week's 
Crossword Puzzle Below: 
f E W   1 :: 1    H A N E   II O L D S  ; 
A R A    II   0 8 O E  II C O A i I 
n E T 1 R E   II R A      T   II T 0 
m- T Y  II H 1 M  ■■  S   I  ~ w 
s H O E  II G E E   II G 0 1 
A 1 N   II  B A '    i        '   ; E L      O w 
! D   II C A R E F U L   II  R A 
D E      C O V   II  T 1 N   II  9 A N 
I A T   11 D t N   II W E L T 
L A   i W |H  T A C   II   S E T   1 
0 R   II S   1 1 N  II O T T A w A 
0 f A L   11 c o D m E G 
E D 0 V   jlf 0 E N   II S E E 
ACROSS 50 Russian newspaper 
1 Fish 51 Hit 
4 Begin 53 Congeals 
9 Wipe 55 Larger 
12 Gershwin 58 Full of conceit 
13 Mistake 61 Summer drink 
14 Southern constellation 62 Derived from the sun 
15 Give 64 Edu. group (abbr.) 
17 Bloc 65 Mole 
19 Liver 66 Josh 
21 Animal 67 African antelope 
22 Allowance 
24 Water barrier DOWN 
26 Owe 1 El 
29 Most unusual 2 Mouth (comb, form) 
31 Drifter 3 Risk 
33 Daughters of the Amer. Revolut 4 Bristle 
34 Public announcement (abbr.) 5 Fad 
35 Newspaper (slang) 6 Pertaining to (suf.) 
37 School of whales 7 Extinct bird 
39 Concerning 8 Lure 
40 Pad 9 Dulled 
42 Fuel 10 Metal 
44 Craggy 11 Friend 
46 Baby carriage 16 Change 
48 Food 18 Color 
20 Splotch 
22 Bum 
23 Carries blip images 
25 Cup 
27 Yelps 








47 Magazine (Inf.) 
49 Requests 
52 Heckler 
54 Fairy tale monster 
55 Ban 
56 Lupino 
57 Fish eggs 
59 Japanese coin 
60 19th Greek letter 
63 Musical note 
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